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WAR AND PEACE:

Student travels across world to learn about history made in Dayton

DOMINIC SANFILIPPO
Staff Writer

If you asked Jon Puricelli six months ago
where he would spend this year’s Fourth
of July, he might have told you he’d be
watching fireworks in his hometown of
St. Louis, Missouri. Perhaps, he’d be sitting on a porch on Kiefaber. He probably
wouldn’t have told you he’d be dancing at
an underground concert in a vacant subway station in Belgrade, Serbia, amidst
punk rockers, political activists and young
Eastern Europeans enjoying the summer
twilight.
Life, however, had different plans.
Puricelli, a senior political science major with minors in economics and human
rights studies, spent six weeks traveling
throughout the Balkans. Armed with only
a few bags and an open mind, he arrived
in Kosovo June 28.
There, he studied post-war conflict resolution, peacekeeping and the region’s traumatic history in the shadow of the twenty
year anniversary of the Dayton Peace Accords that ended the Bosnian War in 1995.
“I wasn’t entirely sure what to expect.
I knew a decent bit about the history, the
countries, the wars,” Puricelli said. “I never could have expected how eye-opening
the experience would be.”
Along with a diverse cohort of other
students from around the world—including an aspiring United Nations Green Beret and a West Point cadet—Puricelli studied at the American University in Kosovo,
which was established in 2002 during regional reconstruction efforts.
For the first few weeks of the trip, Puricelli traveled throughout the region with
local guides and other students. Their bus
stopped in Tirana, Albania; Budva, Montenegro and Sarajevo, the city where Archduke Ferdinand was assassinated, allegedly
triggering World War I.
The tour ended in Srebrenica, Serbia,
another city with a tumultuous past.
In 1993, the United Nations Security Council passed Resolution 819, which
marked Srebrenica as a “safe area” during
the chaos of the Bosnian War. For months,
the city had been isolated and besieged by
various units of the Bosnian Serb army.
In March 1993, ABC News famously
showed thousands of Bosniak Muslims,
weary and battered by tactics described
by a former Serbian soldier to The New
York Times in May 2014 as “like cat and
mouse”—on the verge of starvation and
collapse.
In July 1995, United Nations peacekeepers failed to stop the Bosnian Serbs from
storming the city, separating the sexes and
systematically slaughtering over 8,000 people—many, but not all, men and boys—

Senior Jon Puricelli walks back into the capital city of Pristina, Kosovo, with two friends. Photo courtesy of Jon Puricelli.

over the course of several days.
Srebrenica once again made the headlines this past summer due to a Russian
veto of a UN resolution that would have,
according to The New York Times, finally
called the city’s infamous 1995 massacre
an official act of genocide.
As Puricelli attempted to describe the
feeling of walking through the beautiful
Serbian landscape where such horrific
crimes had taken place only twenty years
prior, his voice darkened.
“It’s all on videotape because it was the
‘90s—the whole world can see what was
happening,” he observed. “We went and
stood in the place where [the Bosniak
Muslims] were corralled…it was brutal. They’re still burying people because
they’re still finding body parts.”
The human cost of the brutality of
the Bosnian war was lopsided. According
to the 2012 “Bosnian Book of the Dead,”
released by the Research and Documentation Center in Sarajevo, 82 percent of the
roughly 43,000 documented civilians killed
were Bosniak Muslims.

“Standing there, listening to the stories
of men whose entire families had been
killed…it’s rough. It’s rough,” Puricelli
said.

“Standing there, listening to the
stories of men whose entire
families had been killed...it’s
rough. It’s rough.”
After the whirlwind trek around the region, Puricelli settled back into Kosovo to
study two courses: peacekeeping and conflict resolution, and developmental economics. Both modules were led by experts
and professionals in either field who had
been immersed in crises and conflicts for
decades.
“Learning in a diverse classroom environment—with Americans, other Westerners and students from Kosovo whose
families had lived some of the stories we
talked about—was powerful,” Puricelli
said. “We got to the heart of matters. Our

mentors wanted us to learn to solve problems and to learn from others who had really, really different life experiences from
our own.”
Outside of his study schedule, Puricelli
and the other students managed to have
a few adventures– including the concert
in the abandoned subway stations of Belgrade on the Fourth of July.
“We walked in, and it was like something
out of a movie. Old Ramones records
playing from a boom box in the corner,
people dancing, dim lights,” Puricelli said
with a laugh. “We were obviously missing
home a bit, and when we walked in, we felt
like we stood out as Americans.”
Their fears evaporated quickly, though,
as they met scores of strangers in the subway keen to swap stories and life journeys.
Despite worries about anti-American bias,
their perceived differences couldn’t stand
in the way of understanding, summer
nights and dancing.
see WAR AND PEACE, pg. 4
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The University of Dayton will compete against Wright State University in the first ever Hunger
Cup, a donation drive to benefit the Food Bank, Bogg Ministries and Wright State University
Friendship Food Pantry. The school that collects the most donations from Sept. 13 - Sept. 30 will
receive bragging rights and the Hunger Cup, a trophy commisioned for the event.
According to the competition, a donation of $1 is enough to feed a family of four. Last year, the
Food Bank and Bogg Ministries fed over 90,000 people.
To donate, students can drop off food items in barrels (placed around campus by the University
of Dayton Rotaract) or send money by visiting crowdrise.com/HungerCup2015.

In Contempt of Court
A county clerk in Kentucky was incarcerated after refusing to follow a court order to issue marriage
licenses. The refusal was part of a protest against the Supreme Court’s ruling on same-sex marriage.
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Actor Rowan Atkinson, in a celebratory portrayal of Mr. Bean, drove around London while sitting in an
armchair tied to the roof of his 1976 mini. He operated the car using a mop and rope system. #TopGear

A Night at the Theatre
The Dayton Playhouse will host performances of the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical “Carousel” from
Sept. 11 - Sept. 27. Shows will be Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m.

‘90s Kids, This Is For You
A Nickelodeon exec hinted that the channel’s older favorites (read: “Rugrats,” “Hey, Arnold!” and others)
may see new life as the company seeks to incorporate older, successful ideas into new programming.

Solutions

Issue 1

Global Community
Sunday, Pope Francis asked all European Catholic churches to host refugees fleeing Mid East conflicts.
He offered the two parishes within the Vatican as shelters to at least one family each. #OpenArms

Get Your Culture On

START COMMANDING ATTENTION.
START OUT ON TOP.
START RAISING THE BAR.
START HIGHER.
START ONE STEP AHEAD.
START MOVING UP.
START STRONG FROM DAY ONE.
START STRONG.

Beginning Sept. 16, the Chinese Culture Club will host a weekly opportunity for students to practice
their familiarity with the Chinese language in Alumni Hall 208B, Wednesdays, 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Pound of Feathers, Pound of Rocks
The superintendent of West Point will pursue disciplinary action after a police investigation revealed
students suffered fractures, broken noses and concussions after an annual first-year cadet pillow fight.

SUDOKU

Call a Plumber

DIFFICULTY // HARD

A university-owned house on College Park had its bathroom damaged after a vent pipe fell through the
ceiling. No one was harmed, and the residents were pleased with UD’s quick response and repair.

Better Call Simba
The Indianapolis Zoo went on lockdown Sunday after a cheetah escaped its enclosure. Guests were
rushed to safe areas while the escapee was sedated with a tranquilizer dart and recaptured.

CHAARG Up with Some Yoga
The campus chapter of CHAARG will host a “Bring a Friend” yoga session. The event is open to all
CHAARG members, potential members and their friends. KU Field, Sept. 9, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. Want to be a leader in life?
Joining Army ROTC at University of Dayton is the strongest way to start.
You’ll learn leadership skills, and can earn a full-tuition scholarship. After
graduation, you’ll also be a U.S. Army Officer.

Skills That Pay the Bills
The UD Math Club will host a recruiting event open to all students pursuing a career in mathematics,
business and management skills. Representatives from Nationwide Insurance and the Case Western University will give presentaitons and offer opportunities to apply for internships and graduate programs.
Science Center 066, Sept. 10, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
*Cover cutout: Batman runs the Distance 4 Dreams 5K,
which raises money for the Make A Wish foundation Saturday.
Chris Santucci/ Multimedia Editor
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WAR AND PEACE
(cont. from pg.1)

“I didn’t expect people to be
so welcoming and kindhearted…
people generally let us know that
government officials and politicians who wage wars and division
can’t stop relationships.”
As Puricelli re-enters the Dayton community this semester, he
hopes to be part of the larger
conversation around history,
memory, tribute and trauma as
the Nov. 21 anniversary of the
Peace Accords draws near.
Throughout the fall, the university, the city and the country will
meditate on the atrocities of the
war and the fragile peace found
in Dayton as a way to bring its
lessons about community, human
rights and healing into the present era.
The city of Dayton will host a
four-day commemoration of the
peace agreement, according to
the Dayton Daily News. Events
include a series of policy discussion and a black-tie gala.
“Jon’s experience…was designed to engage our students
with key issues that connect our
region to a broader global community in ways that allow them
to apply classroom learning to
real life experiences,” said David
Darrow, Ph.D., the director of

the University of Dayton Honors
Program.
When asked if there was one
lesson or thought he wanted to
leave with the UD community,
Puricelli sat in silence for a few
minutes before finally speaking.
“It’s so easy to say that the rest
of the world’s problems don’t
have to cross onto our shores…
[to ask] why should we have to
deal with it?” Puricelli mused.
“But—but think of all the
amazing individuals who can and
will do extraordinary things, with
a little help and support. We are
all tied together, across countries
and oceans. When we step in and
stand with others’ problems, we
stop other problems from emerging. So many people can help, can
learn, can join the larger causes
of the world. Why not us? Why
not you?”

For the audio interview with
Puricelli, visit flyernews.com/
war-and-peace-student-travelsacross-world-to-learn-about-history-made-in-dayton. For international coverage of the violence
in the region, visit flyernews.
c o m / s u r v ivo r- s r e b r e n i c a - r e counts-escaping-genocide.

“It’s so easy to say that the rest of the world’s problems
don’t have to cross onto our shores...[to ask] why should
we have to deal with it?”

Puricelli (L) and two fellow students in his study abroad program stand before the Bosnian landscape.
Photo courtesy of Jon Puricelli.

ICYMI:

Exclusive online Flyer News articles
Check out some Flyer News stories we featured online only last week.
Visit flyernews.com for the full articles.

MTV VMAs 2015:
Here’s what you
missed
MARY KATE DORR
A&E Editor
I honestly debated even writing a review on last night’s MTV
Video Music Awards because
anyone with any form of social
media has most likely caught
wind of the show’s major highlights. But, because I am the
arts and entertainment editor, it
is my sole duty and purpose to
keep the student body informed
on significant happenings in pop
culture, such as Miley Cyrus and
Nicki Minaj having a passive aggressive throw-down on-stage.
Ah, our girl Miley. Last night,
the VMA host traded in her
platinum blonde Hannah Montana wig for not one, but several
outfits that probably caused my
grandmother to say the rosary
a couple hundred times (good
thing Nanna is not an avid MTV
follower). Lady Gaga’s infamous
meat dress is a thing of the past
after Miley’s parade of costume
changes, most notably including
a sequin pantsuit, a “dress”

with cut-outs in places where
cut-outs should not be and some
shiny pink bellbottoms. With
a less-than-conservative wardrobe, Cyrus owned the stage as
an entertaining host, launching
an insane performance and album announcement to close the
show.
Despite quite the show from
host My-Cy, the moment gaining the most media attention
would be her on-air feud with
Nicki Minaj. Cyrus responded
to a surprise attack from Minaj
during her acceptance speech
for Best Hip-Hop Video for
“Anaconda.” The winner called
Cyrus out for a recent interview
with The New York Times in
which Cyrus expressed negative
feedback on Minaj’s tweet: “If I
was a different ‘kind’ of artist,
‘Anaconda’ would be nominated
for best choreo and vid of the
year as well… If your video celebrates women with very slim
bodies, you will be nominated
for vid of the year.”
After taking the time to thank
her pastor, Minaj turned to
Cyrus with, “And now, back to
this b—h that had a lot to say
about me in the press. Miley,
what’s good?”

Flyer football starts
with new starter
Blake Bir
DAN DURKIN
Staff Writer
The new season also brings
a new starting quarterback for
the Flyers, redshirt sophomore
Blake Bir, filling the void left by
former starter and graduate Will
Bardo.
“It’s exciting. It’s something
I’ve really worked and prepared
for the last 2.5 years,” Bir said.
“It’s a really exciting opportunity, and you only get one chance
at this—and I’m ready to make
the most of it.”
To help ease the transition,
there will be a pretty familiar
face out there for the Flyers: senior running back Connor Kacsor, fresh off a 1,547-yard season. “Connor is a great player,”
Bir said. “It really helps making
your first start and looking back
and seeing No. 23 in the backfield. He is an absolute game
changer.”
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UD honors Latin American history with series
ROGER HOKE
Staff Writer
Editor’s Note: The term “Latino/a
Americans” refers to individuals from
the Caribbean, South America and
Central America. “Hispanic” is a
language identifier used for people who
speak Spanish or one of its dialects.
The program Latino Americans: 500
Years of History will focus specifically
on Latino/a Americans.
This academic year, UD will celebrate the past 500 years of Latin
American culture and history in
North America through a series
of free public events, thanks to a
grant from the National Library
Association and The National
Endowment for the Humanities.
As part of Latino Americans:
500 Years of History, UD will
host various events September
through March, including a Hispanic Heritage Month film series,
scholarly panel discussions and
an exhibit of Midwestern Latin
American art.
“Latino Americans are the
country’s largest minority group
with more than 50 million people, and, still, many people are
unaware of their rich and varied
history and culture,” said Katy
Kelly, communications and outreach librarian, according to a
UD news release.
Kelly was the person responsible for having UD awarded the
$10,000 grant.
“I got involved with this project because it was a grant opportunity offered by the American
Library Association and the National Endowment for the Humanities and our grant proposal
was successful,” Kelly told Flyer
News. “Coming into this aca-

demic year, all of these events are
free and open to the public and
are supported by a $10,000 grant,
which has given us this opportunity to really explore this topic using scholarship that’s done
here at UD.”
The program at UD is part of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities initiative that awarded grants to more than 200 libraries, museums and other nonprofits to highlight Latin American
history.
Along with the grant, University Libraries will receive the sixpart, NEH-supported documentary “Latino Americans,” created
for PBS in 2013.
“This program is based off a
documentary film series that was
created by a PBS station, so this
entire program is focused around
this film series,” Kelly said.
Tereza Szeghi, Ph.D., associate
professor in the English department and director of the graduate
program in English, researches
Latin literature, culture and history. When she was approached
by Kelly to join the program, she
eagerly accepted.
“When Katy told me about this
grant, it seemed like a good way
to raise awareness on this campus,” Szeghi said. “I think it’s
important for all of us to have
knowledge and connection to the
cultures that we have a shared
identity in this country and beyond.”
As of 2013, Hispanic and Latino/a people comprise 3.4 percent
of Ohio’s population, according
to the Census Bureau.
Kelly said that even though
there may not be a large amount
of students with Latin backgrounds on campus, it is still im-

UD hosts a program this year celebrating Latin American culture in North America. Photo courtesy of Flickr’s Creative Commons.

portant for our campus to celebrate the culture and history of
these students and community
members.
“[The Hispanic culture] may
not be as prevalent on campus,
but I think that means we have
even more of a duty to make sure
that we address the celebration
of different cultures and backgrounds,” Kelly said. “Latino
Americans are the largest minority group in the United States,
and we have Hispanic Heritage
Month. This program kind of
asks what else about their history
and culture we can talk about and

discover together.”
As the program is a collaborative initiative, the community
and campus partnerships for this
program include Dayton Human
Relations Council, Dayton Metro Library, ThinkTV and Rights.
Rites.Writes.
Szeghi believes this program
and its events will greatly benefit
the UD community.
“It’s also very important for
people to see their own identity
and culture reflected in the world
around them,” Szeghi said. “I’m
excited that it’s a lot of different kinds of events and that the

grant is big enough to fund a lot
of different people participating
and a lot of different events.”
Kelley said that UD is always
looking for ways to promote diversity and inclusion on campus.
“I think that UD students
will find out more about Latino
Americans and their history and
culture and experiences here in
the United States,” Kelly said.
The first event of Latino Americans:
500 Years of History will be a film
screening of ¡Viva Baseball!, Sept.
16 at 6:30 p.m. in the Roesch Library
Collab.

Ohio legislators propose bill to decrease cost of textbooks
ALISE JARMUSZ
Online Managing Editor

Ohio Rep. Michael Stinziano,
D-Columbus, and Rep. Mike Duffey, R-Worthington, introduced
a bill in late August to make textbooks exempt from the state’s sales
tax, according to the Dayton Daily
News and the The Columbus Dispatch .
“Representing so many students,
any opportunity to give them a little more money is a good idea,”
Stinziano, whose district includes
seven colleges and universities,
told the The Dispatch.
Duffey believes that taxing textbooks should not be a common
practice.
“Nobody would ever suggest
that tuition should be taxed, and
books, to me, are part and parcel
of tuition,” Duffey told the The
Dispatch.
The Ohio state sales tax is 5.75
percent, according to the Ohio Department of Taxation. The average
American student spends $563 per
year on textbooks, according to the
National Association of College

Stores. With the state sales tax removed, students could save about
$32 per year.
Under the proposed bill, county
sales taxes will still apply.
Catherine Mix, associate director of University of Dayton financial aid, believes the proposed bill
would be “a wonderful benefit for
students.”
“It is in line with other educational tactics and benefits,” she
continued, “so it’s really a way to
help students save some money.”
The bill is far away from being
passed by the state house and senate and will not be finalized until
Gov. John Kasich signs it, according to the Dayton Daily News.
The University of Dayton already
provides students with many other
ways to save money on textbooks.
One of the main aids for students is the textbook scholarship,
which is worth $500 each semester
for eight semesters, according to
Mix.
“The textbook scholarship is designed to help students pay for the
cost of their books and have them
for use in the classroom,” Mix said.

Julie Banks, the University Retail Operations Manager, explained
that the scholarship, which is used
by about 80-90 percent of students, is open to almost all prospective students interested in enrolling at UD.
“For any student who completes
the FAFSA by the deadline and
then makes an on-campus visit,
they are eligible for the textbook
scholarship,” Banks said.
According to Banks, there are
only a few restrictions on who can
use the scholarship. This includes
students who receive tuition aid
because of parents employed by
the university, student athletes and
students who are part of ROTC.
Most students spend between
$300 and $500 on books each
semester, with the exception of
engineering students, students in
upper level classes and visual arts
students, whose books and supplies “tend to have a higher bill,”
Banks said.
UD is highly ranked in the country for textbook savings. The UD
Bookstore has one of the highest
national rankings for number of

used books offered and has one of
the best buyback programs nationally.
“We are always trying to make
sure that we have as many used
books as possible ats the lowest
price possible,” she Banks said.
“We give back close to $2 million
every semester back to the students...As long as there is a demand
for the book, we pay 50 percent of
the new book price whether or not
the student purchased it new.”
In addition, the UD Bookstore
offers a comparisone service on

their website that allows student to
compare UD Bookstore textbooks
with other online sellers.
Banks is also excited about the
proposed tax-free textbook bill.
“Buying textbooks ends up being
a high dollar value purchase, and
so the percentage that is taxed is
fairly high. It’s a purchase and investment for your education,” she
said. “I think it would be great if it
was tax free. It would be very easy
for us to facilitate those transactions. I’m all for it.”
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“I didn’t expect people to be
so welcoming and kindhearted…
people generally let us know that
government officials and politicians who wage wars and division
can’t stop relationships.”
As Puricelli re-enters the Dayton community this semester, he
hopes to be part of the larger
conversation around history,
memory, tribute and trauma as
the Nov. 21 anniversary of the
Peace Accords draws near.
Throughout the fall, the university, the city and the country will
meditate on the atrocities of the
war and the fragile peace found
in Dayton as a way to bring its
lessons about community, human
rights and healing into the present era.
The city of Dayton will host a
four-day commemoration of the
peace agreement, according to
the Dayton Daily News. Events
include a series of policy discussion and a black-tie gala.
“Jon’s experience…was designed to engage our students
with key issues that connect our
region to a broader global community in ways that allow them
to apply classroom learning to
real life experiences,” said David
Darrow, Ph.D., the director of

the University of Dayton Honors
Program.
When asked if there was one
lesson or thought he wanted to
leave with the UD community,
Puricelli sat in silence for a few
minutes before finally speaking.
“It’s so easy to say that the rest
of the world’s problems don’t
have to cross onto our shores…
[to ask] why should we have to
deal with it?” Puricelli mused.
“But—but think of all the
amazing individuals who can and
will do extraordinary things, with
a little help and support. We are
all tied together, across countries
and oceans. When we step in and
stand with others’ problems, we
stop other problems from emerging. So many people can help, can
learn, can join the larger causes
of the world. Why not us? Why
not you?”

For the audio interview with
Puricelli, visit flyernews.com/
war-and-peace-student-travelsacross-world-to-learn-about-history-made-in-dayton. For international coverage of the violence
in the region, visit flyernews.
c o m / s u r v ivo r- s r e b r e n i c a - r e counts-escaping-genocide.
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we have to deal with it?”

Puricelli (L) and two fellow students in his study abroad program stand before the Bosnian landscape.
Photo courtesy of Jon Puricelli.
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follower). Lady Gaga’s infamous
meat dress is a thing of the past
after Miley’s parade of costume
changes, most notably including
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with cut-outs in places where
cut-outs should not be and some
shiny pink bellbottoms. With
a less-than-conservative wardrobe, Cyrus owned the stage as
an entertaining host, launching
an insane performance and album announcement to close the
show.
Despite quite the show from
host My-Cy, the moment gaining the most media attention
would be her on-air feud with
Nicki Minaj. Cyrus responded
to a surprise attack from Minaj
during her acceptance speech
for Best Hip-Hop Video for
“Anaconda.” The winner called
Cyrus out for a recent interview
with The New York Times in
which Cyrus expressed negative
feedback on Minaj’s tweet: “If I
was a different ‘kind’ of artist,
‘Anaconda’ would be nominated
for best choreo and vid of the
year as well… If your video celebrates women with very slim
bodies, you will be nominated
for vid of the year.”
After taking the time to thank
her pastor, Minaj turned to
Cyrus with, “And now, back to
this b—h that had a lot to say
about me in the press. Miley,
what’s good?”

Flyer football starts
with new starter
Blake Bir
DAN DURKIN
Staff Writer
The new season also brings
a new starting quarterback for
the Flyers, redshirt sophomore
Blake Bir, filling the void left by
former starter and graduate Will
Bardo.
“It’s exciting. It’s something
I’ve really worked and prepared
for the last 2.5 years,” Bir said.
“It’s a really exciting opportunity, and you only get one chance
at this—and I’m ready to make
the most of it.”
To help ease the transition,
there will be a pretty familiar
face out there for the Flyers: senior running back Connor Kacsor, fresh off a 1,547-yard season. “Connor is a great player,”
Bir said. “It really helps making
your first start and looking back
and seeing No. 23 in the backfield. He is an absolute game
changer.”
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UD honors Latin American history with series
ROGER HOKE
Staff Writer
Editor’s Note: The term “Latino/a
Americans” refers to individuals from
the Caribbean, South America and
Central America. “Hispanic” is a
language identifier used for people who
speak Spanish or one of its dialects.
The program Latino Americans: 500
Years of History will focus specifically
on Latino/a Americans.
This academic year, UD will celebrate the past 500 years of Latin
American culture and history in
North America through a series
of free public events, thanks to a
grant from the National Library
Association and The National
Endowment for the Humanities.
As part of Latino Americans:
500 Years of History, UD will
host various events September
through March, including a Hispanic Heritage Month film series,
scholarly panel discussions and
an exhibit of Midwestern Latin
American art.
“Latino Americans are the
country’s largest minority group
with more than 50 million people, and, still, many people are
unaware of their rich and varied
history and culture,” said Katy
Kelly, communications and outreach librarian, according to a
UD news release.
Kelly was the person responsible for having UD awarded the
$10,000 grant.
“I got involved with this project because it was a grant opportunity offered by the American
Library Association and the National Endowment for the Humanities and our grant proposal
was successful,” Kelly told Flyer
News. “Coming into this aca-

demic year, all of these events are
free and open to the public and
are supported by a $10,000 grant,
which has given us this opportunity to really explore this topic using scholarship that’s done
here at UD.”
The program at UD is part of
the National Endowment for the
Humanities initiative that awarded grants to more than 200 libraries, museums and other nonprofits to highlight Latin American
history.
Along with the grant, University Libraries will receive the sixpart, NEH-supported documentary “Latino Americans,” created
for PBS in 2013.
“This program is based off a
documentary film series that was
created by a PBS station, so this
entire program is focused around
this film series,” Kelly said.
Tereza Szeghi, Ph.D., associate
professor in the English department and director of the graduate
program in English, researches
Latin literature, culture and history. When she was approached
by Kelly to join the program, she
eagerly accepted.
“When Katy told me about this
grant, it seemed like a good way
to raise awareness on this campus,” Szeghi said. “I think it’s
important for all of us to have
knowledge and connection to the
cultures that we have a shared
identity in this country and beyond.”
As of 2013, Hispanic and Latino/a people comprise 3.4 percent
of Ohio’s population, according
to the Census Bureau.
Kelly said that even though
there may not be a large amount
of students with Latin backgrounds on campus, it is still im-

UD hosts a program this year celebrating Latin American culture in North America. Photo courtesy of Flickr’s Creative Commons.

portant for our campus to celebrate the culture and history of
these students and community
members.
“[The Hispanic culture] may
not be as prevalent on campus,
but I think that means we have
even more of a duty to make sure
that we address the celebration
of different cultures and backgrounds,” Kelly said. “Latino
Americans are the largest minority group in the United States,
and we have Hispanic Heritage
Month. This program kind of
asks what else about their history
and culture we can talk about and

discover together.”
As the program is a collaborative initiative, the community
and campus partnerships for this
program include Dayton Human
Relations Council, Dayton Metro Library, ThinkTV and Rights.
Rites.Writes.
Szeghi believes this program
and its events will greatly benefit
the UD community.
“It’s also very important for
people to see their own identity
and culture reflected in the world
around them,” Szeghi said. “I’m
excited that it’s a lot of different kinds of events and that the

grant is big enough to fund a lot
of different people participating
and a lot of different events.”
Kelley said that UD is always
looking for ways to promote diversity and inclusion on campus.
“I think that UD students
will find out more about Latino
Americans and their history and
culture and experiences here in
the United States,” Kelly said.
The first event of Latino Americans:
500 Years of History will be a film
screening of ¡Viva Baseball!, Sept.
16 at 6:30 p.m. in the Roesch Library
Collab.

Ohio legislators propose bill to decrease cost of textbooks
ALISE JARMUSZ
Online Managing Editor

Ohio Rep. Michael Stinziano,
D-Columbus, and Rep. Mike Duffey, R-Worthington, introduced
a bill in late August to make textbooks exempt from the state’s sales
tax, according to the Dayton Daily
News and the The Columbus Dispatch .
“Representing so many students,
any opportunity to give them a little more money is a good idea,”
Stinziano, whose district includes
seven colleges and universities,
told the The Dispatch.
Duffey believes that taxing textbooks should not be a common
practice.
“Nobody would ever suggest
that tuition should be taxed, and
books, to me, are part and parcel
of tuition,” Duffey told the The
Dispatch.
The Ohio state sales tax is 5.75
percent, according to the Ohio Department of Taxation. The average
American student spends $563 per
year on textbooks, according to the
National Association of College

Stores. With the state sales tax removed, students could save about
$32 per year.
Under the proposed bill, county
sales taxes will still apply.
Catherine Mix, associate director of University of Dayton financial aid, believes the proposed bill
would be “a wonderful benefit for
students.”
“It is in line with other educational tactics and benefits,” she
continued, “so it’s really a way to
help students save some money.”
The bill is far away from being
passed by the state house and senate and will not be finalized until
Gov. John Kasich signs it, according to the Dayton Daily News.
The University of Dayton already
provides students with many other
ways to save money on textbooks.
One of the main aids for students is the textbook scholarship,
which is worth $500 each semester
for eight semesters, according to
Mix.
“The textbook scholarship is designed to help students pay for the
cost of their books and have them
for use in the classroom,” Mix said.

Julie Banks, the University Retail Operations Manager, explained
that the scholarship, which is used
by about 80-90 percent of students, is open to almost all prospective students interested in enrolling at UD.
“For any student who completes
the FAFSA by the deadline and
then makes an on-campus visit,
they are eligible for the textbook
scholarship,” Banks said.
According to Banks, there are
only a few restrictions on who can
use the scholarship. This includes
students who receive tuition aid
because of parents employed by
the university, student athletes and
students who are part of ROTC.
Most students spend between
$300 and $500 on books each
semester, with the exception of
engineering students, students in
upper level classes and visual arts
students, whose books and supplies “tend to have a higher bill,”
Banks said.
UD is highly ranked in the country for textbook savings. The UD
Bookstore has one of the highest
national rankings for number of

used books offered and has one of
the best buyback programs nationally.
“We are always trying to make
sure that we have as many used
books as possible ats the lowest
price possible,” she Banks said.
“We give back close to $2 million
every semester back to the students...As long as there is a demand
for the book, we pay 50 percent of
the new book price whether or not
the student purchased it new.”
In addition, the UD Bookstore
offers a comparisone service on

their website that allows student to
compare UD Bookstore textbooks
with other online sellers.
Banks is also excited about the
proposed tax-free textbook bill.
“Buying textbooks ends up being
a high dollar value purchase, and
so the percentage that is taxed is
fairly high. It’s a purchase and investment for your education,” she
said. “I think it would be great if it
was tax free. It would be very easy
for us to facilitate those transactions. I’m all for it.”
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Erma Bombeck’s creative voice returns to UD
JULIA HALL
Staff Writer
Combining the life of a
housewife with humor, Erma
Bombeck, a 1949 UD alum,
changed the image of women
during the ‘50s and ‘60s through
her newspaper column, “At Wit’s
End.” Lynn Colwell, Bombeck’s
only authorized biographer, recently donated the tapes she
used during her interviews with
Bombeck while writing “Erma
Bombeck: Writer and Humorist”
to the University of Dayton.
The tapes, however, are still
in the being received and processed. “They are on cassettes
so we will have to digitize them,”
said Jennifer Brancato, the University of Dayton archivist and
coordinator of Special Collections. “The time frame of that...
I don’t know. It’s really early.”
The tapes are expected to be
available to students both online
and on cassette in Albert Emanuel Hall as soon as they are accepted and organized.
“Everything we have on archives is available for students
to research with,” Brancato said.
Students just have to call and
make appointment.
“We have this donation of
these never-before-heard-publically tapes. It is certainly a special
gift,” said Teri Rizvi, executive
director of Strategic Communication and founder of the Erma
Bombeck Writer’s Workshop.
Bombeck juggled her workload, which included appearing
on “Good Morning America”
for 11 years, writing her syndicated column that was carried
by 700 newspapers, developing
a sitcom called “Maggie” and
turning out 12 books, along with
raising three children.
“She really was an early feminist,” Rizvi said. “She fought for
the Equal Rights Amendment

(ERA), and she was a mother
and a housewife who wrote.”
The ERA would have ascertained that no one would be denied equality of rights based on
their sex. Although both the U.S.
House and Senate approved the
amendment in the early 1970s,
not enough states ratified the
amendment for it to be incorporated into the Constitution.
Bombeck, through her writings
and her lifestyle, transformed
the perception of the housewife
and the notion of family life by
satirizing both.
“Humor is always a good avenue because it is so approachable,” said Anna Adami, a senior
English major. “It can be used to
make fun of something that is so
stigmatized.”
The humor used in the majority
of Bombeck’s writing shattered
the frame of the picture-perfect lipstick, extravagant threecourse dinner image branding
the housewives of that era.
“Cleanliness is not next to godliness. It isn’t even in the same
neighborhood,” Bombeck once
wrote. “No one has ever gotten
a religious experience out of removing burned-on cheese from
the grill of the toaster oven.”
“She made it okay to not be
that perfect housewife,” Brancato said. “You’re not going to be
wearing your pearls when you’re
vacuuming. She made that okay
by using humor.”
Before changing the image
of the housewife on a national
scale, Bombeck graduated from
the University of Dayton.
Rizvi discloses a story that
Bombeck
told
repeatedly.
“Brother Tom Price asked her to
write something for the “Exponent,” which was a literary magazine at that time. She said, ‘I slid
it under the door and waited for
the great critic to speak.’ He said
to her three words that sustained
her for the rest of her life: You
can write.”

CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSING
Leo’s Quality Student Rentals, The Original! We currently
have an opening for the 2015
2016 school year for 49 Jasper.
Home comes fully furnished
with premium leather living
room set, Italian marble tile
bathroom walls, custom oak
and copper bar, washer and
dryer, air conditioning, privacy
fenced in backyard with picnic
table, gas grill, hammock, and
new custom Adirondack chair.
Inside views of home on our

website at: www.leosrentals.
com. Excellent for three students. Call us at: 937-456-7743
or 937-371-1046.

Leo’s Quality Student Housing the
Original! Behind Panera Bread. Secure your housing for next year fully
furnished, with leather living room
sets, Maytag washer/dryer. Some
homes with marble bathrooms, off
street parking, first class. Check out
our website leosrentals.com or call
(937)-456-7743 or cell (937)- 3711046. Availability 3 to 10
students:
48 and 50 Woodland, 65, 63, 57,

“Even getting a paper back
with ‘excellent’ written on it is
like ‘yeah, I can do this.’ That
is something I love about UD,”
Adami said. “It is a smaller
school where you get that personal relationship with professors.”
The University of Dayton
emphasizes Bombeck, her life’s
work and her association with
UD as an alumna.
“Her legacy is one that we
are trying to sustain and grow,
particularly on campus. We are
proud of her as one of our most
famous graduates,” Rizvi said.
In pursuit of this mission,
Rizvi and the University of Dayton offer the writing workshop
dedicated to Bombeck every
other year, drawing writers from
across the nation, including Pulitzer Prize-winning authors.
There is space for 25 UD students to attend, and the Alumni Association sponsors them,
making the workshop free for
those students.
“It is a workshop that’s focused on humor and human interest writing,” Rizvi said. “We
laugh for three days.”

“[Brother Tom Price] said to her three
words that sustained her for the rest
of her life: You can write.”

FN: How did you guys meet?
Allison Scharf: 5 Northwest of
Marycrest!
Sheila Kagle: We all lived together. The legends.
Elena Smith: Yeah, Allison was
my roommate.
Britney Sherman: And I lived
next door to Allison and Elena.
Darcy Cadman: But we didn’t
meet Britney until halfway
through the year, mainly because we thought she was weird.
Elena Smith: Yeah but one time,
we were all sitting around, and
our RA asked us what we wanted to eat for Thanksgiving and
Brit said chicken… that’s when
we knew we would be friends
with her. And here we are.
FN: If you had to give everyone in your house a superlative, what would it be?

“Erma Bombeck: Writer and Humorist” is the only authorized biography of
the writer’s life. Photo courtesy of Teri Rizvi.
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NOW HIRING
Figlio Wood Fired Pizza is hiring
for Fall 2015! We are in need of
bright and energetic people to work
as Servers, Hosts, Bussers, Dishers, and Cooks in our Town and
Country Location, minutes away
from Campus in Kettering.We offer a flexible schedule, part-time
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Once the audio of the Bombeck
interviews
is available from
University Libraries Special Collections, visit flyernews.com/
erma-bombecks-creative-voicereturns-to-ud to hear clips. The
workshop will be held this academic year, March 31-April 2.
Applications for students wishing to attend the workshop for
free with the scholarship will be
available in January.

49, 25, 29, 38, 40, 41, 56, 50 Jasper
St. 119 Fairground, 42, 46 and 58
Frank. To make your stay comfortable and a very enjoyable school
year.
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employment and an upbeat, fun
atmosphere to work!
No experience necessary! Apply
in person at 424 E. Stroop Road
in Town and Country Shopping
Center.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Contact Advertising
Manager Aline Leclair at
FlyerNewsAds@flyernews.com.

BS: Most Likely to Check the
Weather Every Hour is Allison.
ES: Brit Sherman is most likely to—well, the first thing that
came to my mind was eat DD’s.
BS: True, I like that one.
SK: Or Britney is Most Likely to
be at a Buffet.
AS: Sheila is Most Likely to Not
Come Home.
SK: Hey! Sometimes I get tired
when I’m walking home, so I just
stop. Elena is Most Likely to Start
a Dance Party or to be Dancing
Alone.
BS: I got one for Darcy, but I
don’t want to say it.
AS: Say it!
BS: Darcy is Most Likely to Start
Singing and Playing her Guitar.
AS: Oh yeah, she did that the other night… again.
ES: Oh, did we give one to Keith?!
FN: Who is Keith?
ES: Look behind you! [Looks to
giant poster of a cat jamming out
with headphones on.]
SK: Keith is Most Likely to Sing
When No One Else Can Hear the
Music!
BS: At least our friends will understand that…
FN: If you were all visiting
for your 10-year reunion, what
would you all be up to?
ES: Allison will have four children at the very least… and a
husband of course.
DC: Britt will be at DD’s.
ES: No, Brit will be running the
DD’s truck.
AS: Darcy will be traveling the

The women of 438 Lowes are adding to their memory jar. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

world, for sure.
BS: Hmmm Sheila…
ES: She’ll be on her fourth husband by then.
AS: Elena will be raising chickens
somewhere.
SK: And she’ll be making a farm
life Snapchat the whole time.
FN: Care to share your most
embarrassing moment at UD?
BS: Oh, there is a lot… of just
me. Allison tried to take me home
from a party but apparently the
whole way home I was screaming
that I did not know Allison. This
was a 45-minute process of just
walking back to Marycrest.
AS: Yeah, I had a lot of fun that
night…
BS: Maybe I won’t show this to
my mom.
SK: OK, so there was this kid I
was friends with who apparently
had been telling people we had
been dating for three months.
One night we were at Tim’s, and
he saw me with another guy and
left me a ridiculous voicemail
saying “Sheilllllaa I thought you
loved me… Amen” and all I had
to say back was “Are we done with
Words with Friends?” I hope he
doesn’t read this… he’ll hate me.
ES: One day, I was walking home

to Lawnview from Woodland.
I was still in the dress from the
night before, and I didn’t want it
to look like I was coming home
from a night out. So naturally, I
started walking towards Holy Angels to make it seem like I was
going to church. So here I am,
sending all of these Snapchats
pretending I’m going to church.
I thought I had this covered. But
when I came home, I realized it
was Saturday morning and there
was no Mass for me to even pretend I was going to.
AS: Guys, I don’t do anything embarrassing.
SK: Where’s our memory jar?
DC: If Allison does something
embarrassing, it probably means
the rest of us have already been
doing embarrassing things all
night…
FN: Is there any advice you
want to give to first-years?
BS: Go out on Thursdays. I always went out Thursdays!
DC: Eat all the cheesy bread you
can while you still are able to.
ES: Ugh, mine was going to be
about eating too.
DC: Yeah, we can’t eat cheesy
bread anymore.
SK: Mine was going be about eat-

ing also…
ES: Allison, be sentimental!
SK: I almost feel like being sentimental.
AS: Make a memory jar with your
friends because you will forget
some things, and it is really funny
to read all of the memories back.
ES: We have memory jars from
sophomore and junior year. Also,
eat a lot of monster cookies. You
don’t even have to share them
with friends, just eat them… a lot.
SK: “Freshman 15” is from alcohol, not food. Also, definitely
keep your door open and meet
people because we all lived on
the same floor freshman year, and
now we’re best friends still living
together senior year.
ES: Enjoy your freshman dorm
because that was so much fun—
you will never live that conveniently close to all your friends
ever again.
AS: Yeah, that was the best.
ES: Even being 3 minutes away
from some of our friends now is
tough.
FN: If you could add anything
to UD to improve it, what
would it be?
SK: I think we should have a sauna.

AS: Or an outdoor pool!
ES: I think we should bring back
the bar in KU. Just like after class
to hop on it!
BS: A Chick-fil-A should be on
campus.
ES: I should have said Dunkin’
Donuts!
FN: If your house were to
come with a warning label,
what would it say?
SK: “Caution: wasted white girls.”
ES: That’s dumb. We should do
something about freshmen boys
because we always invite them in,
and there’s like 30 boys and no
girls… every time.
AS: Come find a date at 438!
If you and your roommates would
like to be featured for a porch profile,
contact Arts & Entertainment editor
Mary Kate Dorr at mdorr1@udayton.
edu.
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Erma Bombeck’s creative voice returns to UD
JULIA HALL
Staff Writer
Combining the life of a
housewife with humor, Erma
Bombeck, a 1949 UD alum,
changed the image of women
during the ‘50s and ‘60s through
her newspaper column, “At Wit’s
End.” Lynn Colwell, Bombeck’s
only authorized biographer, recently donated the tapes she
used during her interviews with
Bombeck while writing “Erma
Bombeck: Writer and Humorist”
to the University of Dayton.
The tapes, however, are still
in the being received and processed. “They are on cassettes
so we will have to digitize them,”
said Jennifer Brancato, the University of Dayton archivist and
coordinator of Special Collections. “The time frame of that...
I don’t know. It’s really early.”
The tapes are expected to be
available to students both online
and on cassette in Albert Emanuel Hall as soon as they are accepted and organized.
“Everything we have on archives is available for students
to research with,” Brancato said.
Students just have to call and
make appointment.
“We have this donation of
these never-before-heard-publically tapes. It is certainly a special
gift,” said Teri Rizvi, executive
director of Strategic Communication and founder of the Erma
Bombeck Writer’s Workshop.
Bombeck juggled her workload, which included appearing
on “Good Morning America”
for 11 years, writing her syndicated column that was carried
by 700 newspapers, developing
a sitcom called “Maggie” and
turning out 12 books, along with
raising three children.
“She really was an early feminist,” Rizvi said. “She fought for
the Equal Rights Amendment

(ERA), and she was a mother
and a housewife who wrote.”
The ERA would have ascertained that no one would be denied equality of rights based on
their sex. Although both the U.S.
House and Senate approved the
amendment in the early 1970s,
not enough states ratified the
amendment for it to be incorporated into the Constitution.
Bombeck, through her writings
and her lifestyle, transformed
the perception of the housewife
and the notion of family life by
satirizing both.
“Humor is always a good avenue because it is so approachable,” said Anna Adami, a senior
English major. “It can be used to
make fun of something that is so
stigmatized.”
The humor used in the majority
of Bombeck’s writing shattered
the frame of the picture-perfect lipstick, extravagant threecourse dinner image branding
the housewives of that era.
“Cleanliness is not next to godliness. It isn’t even in the same
neighborhood,” Bombeck once
wrote. “No one has ever gotten
a religious experience out of removing burned-on cheese from
the grill of the toaster oven.”
“She made it okay to not be
that perfect housewife,” Brancato said. “You’re not going to be
wearing your pearls when you’re
vacuuming. She made that okay
by using humor.”
Before changing the image
of the housewife on a national
scale, Bombeck graduated from
the University of Dayton.
Rizvi discloses a story that
Bombeck
told
repeatedly.
“Brother Tom Price asked her to
write something for the “Exponent,” which was a literary magazine at that time. She said, ‘I slid
it under the door and waited for
the great critic to speak.’ He said
to her three words that sustained
her for the rest of her life: You
can write.”

CLASSIFIEDS
HOUSING
Leo’s Quality Student Rentals, The Original! We currently
have an opening for the 2015
2016 school year for 49 Jasper.
Home comes fully furnished
with premium leather living
room set, Italian marble tile
bathroom walls, custom oak
and copper bar, washer and
dryer, air conditioning, privacy
fenced in backyard with picnic
table, gas grill, hammock, and
new custom Adirondack chair.
Inside views of home on our

website at: www.leosrentals.
com. Excellent for three students. Call us at: 937-456-7743
or 937-371-1046.

Leo’s Quality Student Housing the
Original! Behind Panera Bread. Secure your housing for next year fully
furnished, with leather living room
sets, Maytag washer/dryer. Some
homes with marble bathrooms, off
street parking, first class. Check out
our website leosrentals.com or call
(937)-456-7743 or cell (937)- 3711046. Availability 3 to 10
students:
48 and 50 Woodland, 65, 63, 57,

“Even getting a paper back
with ‘excellent’ written on it is
like ‘yeah, I can do this.’ That
is something I love about UD,”
Adami said. “It is a smaller
school where you get that personal relationship with professors.”
The University of Dayton
emphasizes Bombeck, her life’s
work and her association with
UD as an alumna.
“Her legacy is one that we
are trying to sustain and grow,
particularly on campus. We are
proud of her as one of our most
famous graduates,” Rizvi said.
In pursuit of this mission,
Rizvi and the University of Dayton offer the writing workshop
dedicated to Bombeck every
other year, drawing writers from
across the nation, including Pulitzer Prize-winning authors.
There is space for 25 UD students to attend, and the Alumni Association sponsors them,
making the workshop free for
those students.
“It is a workshop that’s focused on humor and human interest writing,” Rizvi said. “We
laugh for three days.”

“[Brother Tom Price] said to her three
words that sustained her for the rest
of her life: You can write.”

FN: How did you guys meet?
Allison Scharf: 5 Northwest of
Marycrest!
Sheila Kagle: We all lived together. The legends.
Elena Smith: Yeah, Allison was
my roommate.
Britney Sherman: And I lived
next door to Allison and Elena.
Darcy Cadman: But we didn’t
meet Britney until halfway
through the year, mainly because we thought she was weird.
Elena Smith: Yeah but one time,
we were all sitting around, and
our RA asked us what we wanted to eat for Thanksgiving and
Brit said chicken… that’s when
we knew we would be friends
with her. And here we are.
FN: If you had to give everyone in your house a superlative, what would it be?

“Erma Bombeck: Writer and Humorist” is the only authorized biography of
the writer’s life. Photo courtesy of Teri Rizvi.
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No experience necessary! Apply
in person at 424 E. Stroop Road
in Town and Country Shopping
Center.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
Contact Advertising
Manager Aline Leclair at
FlyerNewsAds@flyernews.com.

BS: Most Likely to Check the
Weather Every Hour is Allison.
ES: Brit Sherman is most likely to—well, the first thing that
came to my mind was eat DD’s.
BS: True, I like that one.
SK: Or Britney is Most Likely to
be at a Buffet.
AS: Sheila is Most Likely to Not
Come Home.
SK: Hey! Sometimes I get tired
when I’m walking home, so I just
stop. Elena is Most Likely to Start
a Dance Party or to be Dancing
Alone.
BS: I got one for Darcy, but I
don’t want to say it.
AS: Say it!
BS: Darcy is Most Likely to Start
Singing and Playing her Guitar.
AS: Oh yeah, she did that the other night… again.
ES: Oh, did we give one to Keith?!
FN: Who is Keith?
ES: Look behind you! [Looks to
giant poster of a cat jamming out
with headphones on.]
SK: Keith is Most Likely to Sing
When No One Else Can Hear the
Music!
BS: At least our friends will understand that…
FN: If you were all visiting
for your 10-year reunion, what
would you all be up to?
ES: Allison will have four children at the very least… and a
husband of course.
DC: Britt will be at DD’s.
ES: No, Brit will be running the
DD’s truck.
AS: Darcy will be traveling the

The women of 438 Lowes are adding to their memory jar. Chris Santucci/Multimedia Editor

world, for sure.
BS: Hmmm Sheila…
ES: She’ll be on her fourth husband by then.
AS: Elena will be raising chickens
somewhere.
SK: And she’ll be making a farm
life Snapchat the whole time.
FN: Care to share your most
embarrassing moment at UD?
BS: Oh, there is a lot… of just
me. Allison tried to take me home
from a party but apparently the
whole way home I was screaming
that I did not know Allison. This
was a 45-minute process of just
walking back to Marycrest.
AS: Yeah, I had a lot of fun that
night…
BS: Maybe I won’t show this to
my mom.
SK: OK, so there was this kid I
was friends with who apparently
had been telling people we had
been dating for three months.
One night we were at Tim’s, and
he saw me with another guy and
left me a ridiculous voicemail
saying “Sheilllllaa I thought you
loved me… Amen” and all I had
to say back was “Are we done with
Words with Friends?” I hope he
doesn’t read this… he’ll hate me.
ES: One day, I was walking home

to Lawnview from Woodland.
I was still in the dress from the
night before, and I didn’t want it
to look like I was coming home
from a night out. So naturally, I
started walking towards Holy Angels to make it seem like I was
going to church. So here I am,
sending all of these Snapchats
pretending I’m going to church.
I thought I had this covered. But
when I came home, I realized it
was Saturday morning and there
was no Mass for me to even pretend I was going to.
AS: Guys, I don’t do anything embarrassing.
SK: Where’s our memory jar?
DC: If Allison does something
embarrassing, it probably means
the rest of us have already been
doing embarrassing things all
night…
FN: Is there any advice you
want to give to first-years?
BS: Go out on Thursdays. I always went out Thursdays!
DC: Eat all the cheesy bread you
can while you still are able to.
ES: Ugh, mine was going to be
about eating too.
DC: Yeah, we can’t eat cheesy
bread anymore.
SK: Mine was going be about eat-

ing also…
ES: Allison, be sentimental!
SK: I almost feel like being sentimental.
AS: Make a memory jar with your
friends because you will forget
some things, and it is really funny
to read all of the memories back.
ES: We have memory jars from
sophomore and junior year. Also,
eat a lot of monster cookies. You
don’t even have to share them
with friends, just eat them… a lot.
SK: “Freshman 15” is from alcohol, not food. Also, definitely
keep your door open and meet
people because we all lived on
the same floor freshman year, and
now we’re best friends still living
together senior year.
ES: Enjoy your freshman dorm
because that was so much fun—
you will never live that conveniently close to all your friends
ever again.
AS: Yeah, that was the best.
ES: Even being 3 minutes away
from some of our friends now is
tough.
FN: If you could add anything
to UD to improve it, what
would it be?
SK: I think we should have a sauna.

AS: Or an outdoor pool!
ES: I think we should bring back
the bar in KU. Just like after class
to hop on it!
BS: A Chick-fil-A should be on
campus.
ES: I should have said Dunkin’
Donuts!
FN: If your house were to
come with a warning label,
what would it say?
SK: “Caution: wasted white girls.”
ES: That’s dumb. We should do
something about freshmen boys
because we always invite them in,
and there’s like 30 boys and no
girls… every time.
AS: Come find a date at 438!
If you and your roommates would
like to be featured for a porch profile,
contact Arts & Entertainment editor
Mary Kate Dorr at mdorr1@udayton.
edu.
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Delta Saints show disappoints,
shows potential
ALLISON KURTZ
Music Critic
Nashville, Tennessee, has historically been known for country
music and, more recently, rock ‘n’
roll. The atmosphere of the city
is creating a unique pocket of
strong southern bands that draw
influences anywhere from classic
rock and alternative to bluegrass
and country. Usually, all of these
influences work together to create
an unparalleled sound, while other
times the combination just doesn’t
mix well.

“psychedelic rock,” “blues rock,”
“bourbon fueled bayou rock.” Yet,
I would use none of these words
to describe The Delta Saints. While
they definitely try, they’re missing
some key components that would
make these adjectives an accurate
description.
First of all, the singer tends to
act like a typical pretty-boy frontman. His dancing and over-exaggerated singing is something that
would be more fit for a country
boy-band. His guitar was mainly used as an accessory, hanging
around his neck with the occasion-

shortened it and actually jammed
together instead of just moving
around the circle. Adding more to
the notion that the singer’s guitar
was just an accessory, he spent the
majority of the final jam dancing
with his guitar and never playing
a note.
Despite these aspects of their
performance, the band is talented.
The guitar player kept a slide on
this finger for the majority of the
show and really knew how to use
it—something you’d never see at a
pop country show. The bass player
rocked out with groovy bass lines

Expert care to get you
moving again
Experiencing bone or joint
pain? The specialists at
Wright State Physicians
Orthopaedics are uniquely
trained to get you
moving again.
In addition to locations
thoughout the Dayton
area, we are conveniently
located at:
Miami Valley Hospital
30 E. Apple Street
Suite 2200
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Mongolian
•Skip the potatoes, noodles and any
excess amount of starchy vegetables
•Instead, ask for lettuce wraps and cut
up the lettuce into your meat and veggies
•Stick with chicken, tofu, shrimp or
crab. Other meats, such as beef and
steak,
contain more fat
•Keep salsa, plain greek yogurt and avocado in your dorm room to add to your
Mongolian

Celebrate the
High Holidays
with us

The Delta Saints. Photo by Melissa Madison Fuller. Courtesy of Loud and Proud Records.

This is how I felt after seeing
Nashville natives The Delta Saints
play Friday at Rumba Cafe in Columbus, Ohio. After listening to
their music beforehand on Spotify, I thought they weren’t half bad
and might sound even better live.
However, after I looked up their
live videos on YouTube, I became
extremely hesitant.
I arrived at the show right as the
band was setting up and immediately became excited, regaining
some of that lost hope I had felt
after watching their YouTube videos. They soon got in position on
stage as we all watched the singer
take a not-so-subtle selfie, put the
phone back in his pocket and finally start to play.
When you google the band,
certain musically descriptive
words catch your eye on the page:

al strumming. This held true when
he broke a string at the end of the
first song and maintained all elements of the song, while trying to
sing and fix it at the same time.
While I give him some credit for
being able to keep singing while
blindly taking a string off, it’s better just left alone and fixed later.
Second, the lyrics go absolutely
nowhere. From what I could hear,
they sound like poorly written
country songs. They have the same
old basic country themes with an
outlaw twist, yet the songs end and
you have no idea what the point
of it was.
Last, the jams were very overdone. The Delta Saints spent 10
minutes slowly working around the
stage giving everyone their turn
for a “solo.” While the jam was
pretty rock ‘n’ roll, they could have

you could hear physically bringing
the songs together. The drummer
added a nice flare through his
somewhat basic beats. Last but
certainly not least, the keyboard
player tied it all together by giving
their sound a certain twist that is
usually left for the album and never heard live. This all goes to show
that, maybe, without the frontman,
they’d actually live up to the descriptions you find when googling
them.
Go online to flyer news.com/delta-saints-show-disappoints-shows-potential to listen to the Delta Saints and
see this critic’s top-three song picks. For
an inside look at life as a groupie, follow
Allison on Twitter @apkurtz17.

Temple Israel
a welcoming Reform Jewish congregation
Sandwiches/Wrap
Rosh Hashanah
services

•Opt for whole wheat bread or tortilla

Sunday, •Chicken
Sept. 13 breast
- Tuesday,
Sept.are15the
and turkey

leanest meats
•Go crazy with the vegetables while tryYom
Kippur
services
ing to
avoid cheese
Tuesday, Sept.
22 and
Wednesday,
23
•Mustard,
fat-free
Italian and Sept.
balsamic
vinegar are the best sauce options
•Toast
the bread
- it brings
No
tickets
required
and the flavors
together

every service is open to the community.
Call for service times.

937.496.0050
130 Riverside Dr., Dayton, 45405

www.tidayton.org

2015

The Full Monty the
Broadway Musical
The Human Race Theatre
Company
Cost: $27-$40

September 16
Culture Fest
5–8 PM

OC

TO
B

ER

UD Central Mall
Cost: Free

Ed Sheeran

937.208.2091

Fall Event Guide

SEPT. 4 – OCT. 10

September 17

wrightstateortho.org
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October 6–11

7:30 PM

Pippin

Riverbend Music Center
Cincinnati Ohio

Tuesday–Sunday

Cost:Ticketsstartingat$29

Cost:Ticketsstartingat$25

September 18

October 9
Darius Rucker: Southern
Style Tour

8 PM

7:30 PM

Sears Recital Hall

WrightStateUniversityNutter
Center

September 18–19
Dayton Music, Art and
Film Festival
Friday–Saturday
The Oregon District
Cost:Rangingfrom$11–$21

September 24

VE

Victora Theatre

On The Fly Improv
Show

Cost: $1

NO

Cost:Ticketsstartingat$25

M

BE

R

November 21

DE

CE

On The Fly Improv
Show
7:30–9:30 PM

M

BE

Sears Recital Hall
Cost: $1

R

December 5

November 5–29

Trans-Siberian Orchestra

Kevin Hart

Steel Magnolias

Saturday

7 PM

Thursday–Monday

WrightStateUniversityNutter
Center

TheHumanRaceTheatre
company

WrightStateUniversityNutter
Center

October 11

Cost:Ticketsstartingat$50

October 22

November 2

On Stage: Don Quixote

Aaron Diehl Trio

8 PM

8 PM

All My Relations: A
Native Perspective
through Music and
Storytelling

KU Boll Theatre

Sears Recital Hall

12–1:30 PM

Cost: $8 for UD aﬃliates
$16 general admission

Cost: $12 for UD aﬃliates
$16 general admission

KU Ballroom
Cost: Free

Cost: TBA

December 11
Welcome Goodbye
8 PM
BlackBoxTheatreinFitzHall
Cost: TBA
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“(Handing out newspapers) Take it, friends.
Arm yourselves with knowledge.”
—SpongeBob SquarePants, 1999 - Present

fneditorial

Stop calling our neighborhood the Ghetto

CONFLICT IN CONTEXT:
COMMUNITY BEYOND OUR PORCHES

To the first-years reading this, you are probably already sick of hearing UD’s
favorite word: community. You are not alone. Upperclassmen tend to groan and
roll their eyes whenever that word is uttered.
Despite the outwardly negative reaction, community is an idea we have all come
to internalize, often subconsciously, without thinking about our actions. The idea
of participating in a service event becomes ingrained in our minds. Students travel
to Central America or Africa to work on engineering projects through ETHOS.
The Center for Social Concern sponsors international cross-cultural immersion
trips. National breakouts. Service Saturdays. The student body as a whole tends to
keep the concept of serving, and building, the community in mind—even if they
don’t like hearing the c-word. And with that word, comes inclusivity.
While all the programs offered on campus have noble goals in mind, the issues
within the global community should be considered, too. There are many students
on this campus that are affected, in some way, by issues much larger than us.
The migrant crisis in Europe has direct ties to countries where some international students come from. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait are very close to Syria, and
neighbor Iraq, where ISIS has pushed some 3 million citizens out of their country.
Migrants also come from Afghanistan and may travel through these countries—at
the least, traveling through Libya, where some UD students grew up. Germany,
another country where international students traveled from, recently announced
it would open its borders to these migrants.
Arguably not as dangerous, many international students come from China,
where there have been major concerns over the massive country’s economy.
Obviously, these issues are too large to be handled by one person, but being
aware of what’s affecting our fellow students can help make UD’s community
more closely-knit and more open-minded. Knowing your family is experiencing
hardships back home is hard enough when they are in the same country as you;
it can be even harder to handle when your family is halfway around the world.
You don’t have to know all the details or try to solve someone’s problems, but
being attuned to whether a person is struggling with something in his or her home
country improves our campus’s climate—for everyone.
Being a community means being inclusive—not just of those from our own
country, but everyone who has traveled any distance to attend UD.

KWYNN TOWNSEND-RILEY
Columnist, Senior
When I first came to the University of Dayton there was a
word that I heard all of the time,
a word that is so close to alumni
and current students’ hearts. It’s
a word that describes student life
atmosphere. A noun that makes
the University of Dayton, to most
students, the University of Dayton.
Of course the word is GHETTO. The Ghetto is the word I
heard the most my first year. Yes,
I saw the word “community” on
brochures, heard it from faculty
and staff, and it is printed on my
academic calendar. But, that is
not the first word an upperclassmen student said to me; she said
“You guys better come to the

Ghetto for a real community: Free
beers for all first years!”
That is when I knew what kind
of school I attended. I attend a
school that calls something what
it is not. For example, we call ourselves diverse, yet African-American students make up only 4 percent of the student population.
We call ourselves a “community,”
but not all student bodies are
currently being represented or
acknowledged. We are a school
of students that are choosing to
a call a student neighborhood a
GHETTO.
As a senior, I know I do not
live in a Ghetto. The University
of Dayton student neighborhood
is NOT a GHETTO. Ghettos
do not consist of fully air conditioned homes, with washers and
dryers. Ghettos do not house upper class college students. Ghettos
are not adjacent or in a mile radius of family restaurants, grocery
stores or movie theatres. Ghetto
was the name used for the area
housing the Jews during World
War II. Ghetto is the term used
now for dilapidated, low income
housing, or “projects” housing
a minority group. Ghettos are in
food deserts, where you have to

travel 30-45 minutes just to find
a decent grocery store. Calling
the University of Dayton student neighborhood a “ghetto” is
simpleminded.
If the sky is blue, why call it
orange? Can we, as students, become more mature?
I understand, this is a tradition. Alumni even call the student
neighborhood the Ghetto. But
there are many traditions that the
University of Dayton has broken.
Did you know that it was “tradition” to not allow women at the
institution? Did you know that it
was a “tradition” to house male
and female students separately?
Did you know that it is not “tradition” to allow upperclassmen
their own houses?
We have the opportunity to
live in such beautiful homes!
Why would you want to call it the
Ghetto? Ghetto is not cute. Ghetto is not inviting. In fact, it is the
opposite. We are smart, brilliant in
fact, students.
If we know that the sky is blue,
then we know how to call something what it is. The neighborhood that we live in is not a Ghetto. Let’s break some traditions.
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“Rocket fuel.”

JULIA HALL
Staff Writer
After moving into Campus South
a few weeks ago, my five roommates
and I have been experimenting with
our cooking skills. Already, two notable incidents occurred.
A very scorched grilled cheese
sandwich was created. Not one side,
but two, were severely blackened due
to our lovely, apparently distracting
conversation. The other incident
will be referred to as “the frying of
a single slice of bacon.” When the
smoke alarms went off, the four of
us at home frantically opened windows and fanned the beeping devices, praying that they would magically
turn off.
We were unsuccessful.
However, we had the honor of
meeting a friendly police officer that
came knocking on our apartment
door. He kindly rescued us from the
maddening dinging of the smoke
alarms.
Despite these epic failures, we
have put our noses to the grindstone
and have somehow managed to not
die—neither by fires nor lack of nutrition. Sure, we may have relied on
refined, culinary innovations such
as peanut butter and ramen, on occasion; but our kitchen has already
acted as the backdrop for several
of my most cherished memories on
campus.

CALEB LONES
First Year
Mechanical Engineering

“One time my mom burnt five
batches of cookies in a row.”

“Junk chips: Mike-sell’s potato wavy
chips, cheddar cheese and Montgomery Inn barbeque sauce.”

“My family is traditional Greek, so
we’ve had a full lamb in the kitchen.”

KHRISTIAN SANTIAGO
Senior
Operations and Supply
Management

CLAIRE MITCHELL
First Year
Biology

TOM TAPPEL
Junior
Electrical Engineering

CHRISTINA CHERRY
Senior
Biology

Food brings people together. It is
the glue of many cultural traditions,
like Christmas cookies. Our apartment has already instigated several
of our own food-oriented traditions, including Sunday brunch. The
first ritual meal included the most
scrumptious, fluffy blueberry pancakes that have ever encountered the

eating together, the six of us have
transformed into a family unit. Over
breakfast, lunch and dinner, we talk
about our days and provide mental
support in the midst of the piles of
homework, activities and provoking
thoughts. We have developed our
own way of life. I am telling you, we
would make intriguing anthropologic

“A very scorched grilled cheese sandwich has
been produced. Not one side, but two were
severely blackened…”
taste buds of humankind. See Lisa
Mussleman for her secret recipe.
Another grand food tradition is
the grocery-shopping trip. Scanning
the aisles, I picked up two cans of
soup and frantically interrogated
my roomies, asking, “WHICH ONE
SHOULD I BUY!? WHY IS THIS
ONE 14 CENTS MORE!?” I eventually decided on tomato soup: It
complements grilled cheese—the
substance responsible for my existence—best. During the journey at
planet Walmart, we also realized the
many ways one could use a grocery
cart. In short, we had a fabulous
time.
Through shopping, cooking and

research (the dish-washing dancing
ritual in and of itself would be worth
a thorough investigation).
Amongst all the chaos, I have come
to the realization that this learning
process is not only discovering how
to boil water but also is learning how
to formulate a way of life.

If you want to submit an op-ed or
write a column for Flyer News, email
FlyerNewsEditor@gmail.com or
Opinions Editor Steven Goodman
at goodmans1@udayton.edu.

Columnist speaks against fat-shaming on-campus

CHRIS ZIMMER
Columnist, Senior

“We have a bunch of leftover hot
dogs from a cookout, so we’ve been
replacing anything that has meat in it
with hot dogs...[including] pancakes.”

Online at flyernews.com

Writer’s college diet rises from the ashes

What’s the most unusual thing ever created in your kitchen?
For more (and video of all) responses, visit flyernews.com.
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If you follow politics, you’ve probably heard the phrase “concerned
about the future of our country”
from many potential presidential candidates. If you lean to the right, politically, these anxieties usually concern
religious freedom, illegal immigration
and of course, taxes. If you lean to the
left, growing income inequality and
minority rights are usually what’s talked about. While these are all important
issues, there is one crisis that threatens
our entire nation: obesity.
It’s a subject that’s hard to talk
about, quite frankly, because you can’t
call someone out on it while being
politically correct. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 34.9 percent of adults and 17
percent of children are obese, that is,
having a Body Mass Index (BMI) of
30 or over. The National League of
Cities estimates $190.2 billion is spent
annually to treat obesity and related
illnesses, and project another $549.5

billion in expenses over the next two
decades if obesity rates were to continue the current trend. Obesity, according to Maj. Gen. Allen Batschelet,
the head of army recruitment, is now
a national security issue.
“We think by 2020 it [the obesity
rate] could be as high as 50 percent,
which means only 2 in 10 would qualify to join the military,” Batschelet said
in an interview on CNN. “It’s a sad
testament of our society right now.”
I echo Maj. Gen. Batschelet’s opinion of our fat nation, but I can’t be
on a high horse. I came into college
standing at 5-feet-9-inches, with a normal weight of 165 pounds. By midterm break, I was pushing 185 pounds
and was only three BMI points away
from being considered obese. I wish
I could say my weight increase was
due to eating lots of protein and lifting weights, but it was the result of
gluttony and lack of physical activity. I
was back to normal by the end of the
semester and haven’t returned to that
state since, thankfully.
According to Kidshealth.org, college students on average gain 3-10
pounds during their first two years of
college with a majority of that weight
gain happening during their first semester. High-calorie meals from the
dining halls and weekends filled with
booze and late night pizzas did it to
me, and I am sure many other students
on-campus and across the country can
relate. It’s the status quo in our culture.
With the growing obesity problem

comes a rise in “fat shaming”. I
hear “fat shaming” words from my
peers, and even my own mouth from
time to time, with the reasoning of “if
you don’t call someone fat, they are
not going to know they are” or “if
they just stopped stuffing their face
with food, they wouldn’t be fat.” However, this logic isn’t just rude, it contains multiple fallacies. Do you really
think that person doesn’t know they
are overweight? Maybe they are eating
less now in their life, but maybe they
just don’t have access to healthy food
or have the time to exercise.
Yes, obesity is bad, but so is disrespecting the dignity of another human
being. So many factors are involved
when it comes to rating one’s personal health, but I say let’s leave it to
the medical professionals. Many saw
the Food and Drug Administration’s
move to ban hydrogenated oils—the
primary ingredient of trans-fat in processed food—by 2018 as authoritarian, or even illegal. But, hey, at least
someone is trying to do something
about it. It’s an issue I hope comes up
in the presidential debates and campaigns.
For the students afraid of gaining
weight, don’t be. It’s probably going to happen. Deciding what to eat
when you move out of the house is
a learning process. So is learning how
to manage time and your own personal health. I hope our community can
tackle this issue and be an example to
the rest of the country.

Sophomore Andi Mott witnessed the infamous grilled cheese
burning of 2015. Photo by Lisa Mussleman.
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“(Handing out newspapers) Take it, friends.
Arm yourselves with knowledge.”
—SpongeBob SquarePants, 1999 - Present

fneditorial

Stop calling our neighborhood the Ghetto

CONFLICT IN CONTEXT:
COMMUNITY BEYOND OUR PORCHES

To the first-years reading this, you are probably already sick of hearing UD’s
favorite word: community. You are not alone. Upperclassmen tend to groan and
roll their eyes whenever that word is uttered.
Despite the outwardly negative reaction, community is an idea we have all come
to internalize, often subconsciously, without thinking about our actions. The idea
of participating in a service event becomes ingrained in our minds. Students travel
to Central America or Africa to work on engineering projects through ETHOS.
The Center for Social Concern sponsors international cross-cultural immersion
trips. National breakouts. Service Saturdays. The student body as a whole tends to
keep the concept of serving, and building, the community in mind—even if they
don’t like hearing the c-word. And with that word, comes inclusivity.
While all the programs offered on campus have noble goals in mind, the issues
within the global community should be considered, too. There are many students
on this campus that are affected, in some way, by issues much larger than us.
The migrant crisis in Europe has direct ties to countries where some international students come from. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait are very close to Syria, and
neighbor Iraq, where ISIS has pushed some 3 million citizens out of their country.
Migrants also come from Afghanistan and may travel through these countries—at
the least, traveling through Libya, where some UD students grew up. Germany,
another country where international students traveled from, recently announced
it would open its borders to these migrants.
Arguably not as dangerous, many international students come from China,
where there have been major concerns over the massive country’s economy.
Obviously, these issues are too large to be handled by one person, but being
aware of what’s affecting our fellow students can help make UD’s community
more closely-knit and more open-minded. Knowing your family is experiencing
hardships back home is hard enough when they are in the same country as you;
it can be even harder to handle when your family is halfway around the world.
You don’t have to know all the details or try to solve someone’s problems, but
being attuned to whether a person is struggling with something in his or her home
country improves our campus’s climate—for everyone.
Being a community means being inclusive—not just of those from our own
country, but everyone who has traveled any distance to attend UD.

KWYNN TOWNSEND-RILEY
Columnist, Senior
When I first came to the University of Dayton there was a
word that I heard all of the time,
a word that is so close to alumni
and current students’ hearts. It’s
a word that describes student life
atmosphere. A noun that makes
the University of Dayton, to most
students, the University of Dayton.
Of course the word is GHETTO. The Ghetto is the word I
heard the most my first year. Yes,
I saw the word “community” on
brochures, heard it from faculty
and staff, and it is printed on my
academic calendar. But, that is
not the first word an upperclassmen student said to me; she said
“You guys better come to the

Ghetto for a real community: Free
beers for all first years!”
That is when I knew what kind
of school I attended. I attend a
school that calls something what
it is not. For example, we call ourselves diverse, yet African-American students make up only 4 percent of the student population.
We call ourselves a “community,”
but not all student bodies are
currently being represented or
acknowledged. We are a school
of students that are choosing to
a call a student neighborhood a
GHETTO.
As a senior, I know I do not
live in a Ghetto. The University
of Dayton student neighborhood
is NOT a GHETTO. Ghettos
do not consist of fully air conditioned homes, with washers and
dryers. Ghettos do not house upper class college students. Ghettos
are not adjacent or in a mile radius of family restaurants, grocery
stores or movie theatres. Ghetto
was the name used for the area
housing the Jews during World
War II. Ghetto is the term used
now for dilapidated, low income
housing, or “projects” housing
a minority group. Ghettos are in
food deserts, where you have to

travel 30-45 minutes just to find
a decent grocery store. Calling
the University of Dayton student neighborhood a “ghetto” is
simpleminded.
If the sky is blue, why call it
orange? Can we, as students, become more mature?
I understand, this is a tradition. Alumni even call the student
neighborhood the Ghetto. But
there are many traditions that the
University of Dayton has broken.
Did you know that it was “tradition” to not allow women at the
institution? Did you know that it
was a “tradition” to house male
and female students separately?
Did you know that it is not “tradition” to allow upperclassmen
their own houses?
We have the opportunity to
live in such beautiful homes!
Why would you want to call it the
Ghetto? Ghetto is not cute. Ghetto is not inviting. In fact, it is the
opposite. We are smart, brilliant in
fact, students.
If we know that the sky is blue,
then we know how to call something what it is. The neighborhood that we live in is not a Ghetto. Let’s break some traditions.
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“Rocket fuel.”

JULIA HALL
Staff Writer
After moving into Campus South
a few weeks ago, my five roommates
and I have been experimenting with
our cooking skills. Already, two notable incidents occurred.
A very scorched grilled cheese
sandwich was created. Not one side,
but two, were severely blackened due
to our lovely, apparently distracting
conversation. The other incident
will be referred to as “the frying of
a single slice of bacon.” When the
smoke alarms went off, the four of
us at home frantically opened windows and fanned the beeping devices, praying that they would magically
turn off.
We were unsuccessful.
However, we had the honor of
meeting a friendly police officer that
came knocking on our apartment
door. He kindly rescued us from the
maddening dinging of the smoke
alarms.
Despite these epic failures, we
have put our noses to the grindstone
and have somehow managed to not
die—neither by fires nor lack of nutrition. Sure, we may have relied on
refined, culinary innovations such
as peanut butter and ramen, on occasion; but our kitchen has already
acted as the backdrop for several
of my most cherished memories on
campus.

CALEB LONES
First Year
Mechanical Engineering

“One time my mom burnt five
batches of cookies in a row.”

“Junk chips: Mike-sell’s potato wavy
chips, cheddar cheese and Montgomery Inn barbeque sauce.”

“My family is traditional Greek, so
we’ve had a full lamb in the kitchen.”

KHRISTIAN SANTIAGO
Senior
Operations and Supply
Management

CLAIRE MITCHELL
First Year
Biology

TOM TAPPEL
Junior
Electrical Engineering

CHRISTINA CHERRY
Senior
Biology

Food brings people together. It is
the glue of many cultural traditions,
like Christmas cookies. Our apartment has already instigated several
of our own food-oriented traditions, including Sunday brunch. The
first ritual meal included the most
scrumptious, fluffy blueberry pancakes that have ever encountered the

eating together, the six of us have
transformed into a family unit. Over
breakfast, lunch and dinner, we talk
about our days and provide mental
support in the midst of the piles of
homework, activities and provoking
thoughts. We have developed our
own way of life. I am telling you, we
would make intriguing anthropologic

“A very scorched grilled cheese sandwich has
been produced. Not one side, but two were
severely blackened…”
taste buds of humankind. See Lisa
Mussleman for her secret recipe.
Another grand food tradition is
the grocery-shopping trip. Scanning
the aisles, I picked up two cans of
soup and frantically interrogated
my roomies, asking, “WHICH ONE
SHOULD I BUY!? WHY IS THIS
ONE 14 CENTS MORE!?” I eventually decided on tomato soup: It
complements grilled cheese—the
substance responsible for my existence—best. During the journey at
planet Walmart, we also realized the
many ways one could use a grocery
cart. In short, we had a fabulous
time.
Through shopping, cooking and

research (the dish-washing dancing
ritual in and of itself would be worth
a thorough investigation).
Amongst all the chaos, I have come
to the realization that this learning
process is not only discovering how
to boil water but also is learning how
to formulate a way of life.

If you want to submit an op-ed or
write a column for Flyer News, email
FlyerNewsEditor@gmail.com or
Opinions Editor Steven Goodman
at goodmans1@udayton.edu.

Columnist speaks against fat-shaming on-campus

CHRIS ZIMMER
Columnist, Senior

“We have a bunch of leftover hot
dogs from a cookout, so we’ve been
replacing anything that has meat in it
with hot dogs...[including] pancakes.”

Online at flyernews.com

Writer’s college diet rises from the ashes

What’s the most unusual thing ever created in your kitchen?
For more (and video of all) responses, visit flyernews.com.
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If you follow politics, you’ve probably heard the phrase “concerned
about the future of our country”
from many potential presidential candidates. If you lean to the right, politically, these anxieties usually concern
religious freedom, illegal immigration
and of course, taxes. If you lean to the
left, growing income inequality and
minority rights are usually what’s talked about. While these are all important
issues, there is one crisis that threatens
our entire nation: obesity.
It’s a subject that’s hard to talk
about, quite frankly, because you can’t
call someone out on it while being
politically correct. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 34.9 percent of adults and 17
percent of children are obese, that is,
having a Body Mass Index (BMI) of
30 or over. The National League of
Cities estimates $190.2 billion is spent
annually to treat obesity and related
illnesses, and project another $549.5

billion in expenses over the next two
decades if obesity rates were to continue the current trend. Obesity, according to Maj. Gen. Allen Batschelet,
the head of army recruitment, is now
a national security issue.
“We think by 2020 it [the obesity
rate] could be as high as 50 percent,
which means only 2 in 10 would qualify to join the military,” Batschelet said
in an interview on CNN. “It’s a sad
testament of our society right now.”
I echo Maj. Gen. Batschelet’s opinion of our fat nation, but I can’t be
on a high horse. I came into college
standing at 5-feet-9-inches, with a normal weight of 165 pounds. By midterm break, I was pushing 185 pounds
and was only three BMI points away
from being considered obese. I wish
I could say my weight increase was
due to eating lots of protein and lifting weights, but it was the result of
gluttony and lack of physical activity. I
was back to normal by the end of the
semester and haven’t returned to that
state since, thankfully.
According to Kidshealth.org, college students on average gain 3-10
pounds during their first two years of
college with a majority of that weight
gain happening during their first semester. High-calorie meals from the
dining halls and weekends filled with
booze and late night pizzas did it to
me, and I am sure many other students
on-campus and across the country can
relate. It’s the status quo in our culture.
With the growing obesity problem

comes a rise in “fat shaming”. I
hear “fat shaming” words from my
peers, and even my own mouth from
time to time, with the reasoning of “if
you don’t call someone fat, they are
not going to know they are” or “if
they just stopped stuffing their face
with food, they wouldn’t be fat.” However, this logic isn’t just rude, it contains multiple fallacies. Do you really
think that person doesn’t know they
are overweight? Maybe they are eating
less now in their life, but maybe they
just don’t have access to healthy food
or have the time to exercise.
Yes, obesity is bad, but so is disrespecting the dignity of another human
being. So many factors are involved
when it comes to rating one’s personal health, but I say let’s leave it to
the medical professionals. Many saw
the Food and Drug Administration’s
move to ban hydrogenated oils—the
primary ingredient of trans-fat in processed food—by 2018 as authoritarian, or even illegal. But, hey, at least
someone is trying to do something
about it. It’s an issue I hope comes up
in the presidential debates and campaigns.
For the students afraid of gaining
weight, don’t be. It’s probably going to happen. Deciding what to eat
when you move out of the house is
a learning process. So is learning how
to manage time and your own personal health. I hope our community can
tackle this issue and be an example to
the rest of the country.

Sophomore Andi Mott witnessed the infamous grilled cheese
burning of 2015. Photo by Lisa Mussleman.
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Reporters bear responsibility during refugee crisis
ALLIE GAUTHIER
Print Editor-in-Chief

Over the past several weeks,
we’ve heard the chaos of the resettling of refugees in Europe referred to in a hundred different
articles with the same immigration rhetoric. Calling the people
flooding into Western Europe
“migrants” makes it sound as if
they are choosing to leave their
homes in search of someplace
else. No one ever wants to leave
home, but when war and violence
overtake a city, sometimes the
only choice left is to flee.
Human beings are leaving their
lives behind and searching for
asylum on foot or by boat, but
instead are finding walls to keep
them out and human smugglers
who don’t care about them or
their children.
In the past week, 71 decomposing bodies were found in an
abandoned truck on an Austrian
highway. Presumably, these people paid a smuggler for transportation, but were locked into the
airtight truck and left for dead.
As a community, it’s one thing
to open our eyes and ears to what
is going on beyond our porches
and educate ourselves about this
ongoing crisis. As journalists,
photographers and consumers,

we must go one step farther.
What responsibility do we have
to publish these images and articles without crossing the line
into voyeurism?
The dangers of these journeys
are documented through photos
and articles published online dai-

it used for clickbait, to rack up
views on a page?
If a photographer, journalist and editorial staff are doing
their jobs right, a picture like that
would be posted to draw attention to this crisis and promote
action by people and by govern-

Times Square to signal the end
of World War II or a protester standing in front of tanks in
Tiananmen Square, we remember the emotion behind the image. The image of Kurdi, while
heartbreaking, may end up being
the representative of thousands

“What responsibility do we have to publish these images and

articles [about refugees] without crossing the line into voyeurism?”
ly. Visit any major newspaper’s
website, like The Washington
Post or The Los Angeles Times,
and the first headline to scream
at you will be about the endless
journey of “the migrant.” On
Wednesday, there was an image
published by multiple international news sites of a 3-yearold Syrian boy, Alan Kurdi, who
drowned along with 11 other
people while trying to reach a
Greek island from Turkey.
The image went viral, and The
New York Times covered the debate taking place in newsrooms
about the ethics of posting a
graphic picture of a child. Is it
morbid and disrespectful? Does
it finally force members of the
European Union to work together and open borders? Or is

ments. Nilufer Demir, the photographer who took the picture,
did what she had to do.
“There was nothing left to
do for him. There was nothing
left to bring him back to life,”
Demir said in an interview with
CNN Turk. According to CNN,
Demir, a correspondent and photographer with Turkey’s Dogan
News Agency, did the only thing
she could: She raised her camera
and began shooting. “There was
nothing to do except take his
photograph...and that is exactly
what I did,” she said in an on-air
CNN interview. “I thought, ‘This
is the only way I can express the
scream of his silent body.’”
Photos have long defined times
of turmoil in history. Whether
it’s a sailor kissing a woman in

of deaths during this crisis and
the catalyst for how the public
responds.
According to The New York
Times, “...the photograph has
forced Western nations to confront the consequence of a collective failure to help migrants
fleeing the Middle East and Africa to Europe in search of hope,
opportunity and safety…The
case of this young boy’s doomed
journey has landed as a political
bombshell across the Middle East
and Europe, and even countries
as far away as Canada.”
The E.U., the U.N. and governments across multiple continents
have collectively failed. Refugees
can’t find asylum, can’t find peace
and can’t find home. It would be
easy to forget their stories, ex-

cept we have newspapers to remind us. Every day, we can see
their pictures and remember.
Whether we’re bright-eyed
first-years or wise fifth-years,
we have a responsibility to share
these stories.
For reporters, that means sharing the news when it can be painful. Today it’s the picture of Kurdi; tomorrow it may be another
little boy. The pictures certainly
won’t stop until the war does, or
at least until people are given refuge. Until then, reporters must
continue to write the news truthfully, and with utmost respect for
the lost and for the dead.
We’d like to think most journalists share Demir’s sentiment.
When they live a world away from
the crisis, they do the only thing
they can: Share these stories.
No one wants to see photos of
dead children or migrant bodies,
but with the rights words, photos like the one of Kurdi can be
used in the pursuit of knowledge
and change. If a story can grab
a nation’s attention and rouse a
stagnant government, it should
be published and shared.

WANT TO SHARE YOUR OPINION?
YOUR ARTISTIC TALENTS?
YOUR BUSINESS SAVVY?
Email FlyerNewsEditor@gmail.com to get involved with Flyer News for experience and credit.
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Three new names mark UD’s coaching rosters
BENNETT FRIEL
Staff Writer
UD has recently acquired three
new assistant coaches for three
fall sports teams: Michael Tanke
with the men’s soccer team, Stefani
Workman with the women’s soccer
team and Austin King, the new offensive line coach for the football
team.

Michael Tanke, Men’s Soccer

Tanke grew up in northwestern Indiana. Like most kids, he
started soccer at a very young age,
and he fell in love with the game
immediately. He never followed
professional soccer that much. Instead, because he lived relatively
close, he grew up watching Notre
Dame. To him, Notre Dame was
the big leagues. Michael knew from
a young age that he wanted to go
as far as possible with soccer and
eventually become a coach.
“I probably knew by [age] 15 that
I wanted to be a coach,” he said.

Tanke pursued soccer in every
way he could and was able to attend
the University of Rhode Island and
play soccer there. At URI, he played
under head coach John O’Connor,
who would later open the door
for Tanke with his first coaching
position. After he finished his undergrad work at URI, he played
three years for the Rochester Rhinos in the United Soccer League,
a third-tier American professional
soccer league.
Following his playing career,
Tanke followed his college coach,
O’Connor, to Castleton University
in Vermont and served as a graduate assistant for two years. He also
studied for his master’s in education
while at Castleton.
He said he is looking forward to
a promising season. He hopes to
help the team in any way he can to
make the NCAA tournament this
year.
“It’s a big year with our senior
class,” he added.

Stefani Workman, Women’s Soccer

Workman was born and raised in
Charleston, West Virginia. Soccer
was always in her life, as she played
for her high school team, a few
club teams and the youth Olympic
Development Program. Due to her
hard work, she was recruited to
play collegiately at Morehead State
in Kentucky. She played goalkeeper
there all four years. On top of this,
Workman started coaching for local
club teams and even the Kentucky
ODP.
After graduating from Morehead
State, she went on to coach at the
University of Cincinnati. She spent
three years as an assistant coach at
Cincinnati before deciding to focus on her master’s degree. West
Virginia University was the school
of choice for her master’s program
and during her two years there,
Workman was able to continue
coaching.
Upon graduating from WVU,
Workman was offered a D2 head
coaching position at Concord University in West Virginia. Four years
passed at Concord and Workman
was given the opportunity to be
an assistant coach at the University of Georgia. She was leaving
a head coaching position but was
drawn in by moving into a more
prominent conference like the SEC.
Not long after she made her way
back to Ohio, accepting an assistant coach position here at UD in
February.
Workman has been good friends

with former UD women’s soccer
assistant coach, Sergio Gonzalez,
and through him knew current head
coach Mike Tucker as well. When
the position opened up, Tucker
gave Workman a call, and she took
the offer. Her specific role here at
UD is to coach the goalkeepers.
Her goal is to help them develop in
all aspects and help them in “being
more defensive minded, pushing
to produce more shutouts for the
program.”

Austin King, Football

King grew up in the Cincinnati area so he is very familiar with
Dayton. Football has always been
his thing. He started his career at
Purcell High school, playing all four
years. Purcell is a Marianist school
just like UD so he is “very familiar
with the traditions” and is excited
to be a part of a Marianist community once again.
After showcasing his talents
in high school he was recruited
to continue his football career at

Northwestern University. Once
he graduated, he had the honor of
playing in the NFL. King played
four years in the NFL as a center.
His first year was spent with the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and his last
three seasons were with the Atlanta
Falcons.
After leaving the Falcons, he decided to take up coaching. He spent
two years coaching at the University of Toledo and spent last year
coaching at Syracuse University. At
both schools, he primarily worked
with the offensive line, just as he
will be doing here at UD.
King has the mentality of taking
things one step at a time. He plans
to work week after week with the
team pushing them to build their
work ethic in every aspect of life.
“I’m big on making it hard on
the guys in order to give them a
mental skill set,” King said.
Ultimately, as a team he is aiming
for the PFL championship. As for
his personal goal, he hopes to one
day make it back to the NFL as an
offensive line coach.

Go online to flyernews.com/threenew-names-mark-uds-coachingrosters for stats on UD’s new assistant coaches. For breaking sports
updates, follow @FlyerNews on
Twitter.

Column: Give Flyers games a good college try
DANIEL MASSA
Sports Editor

The school year is ramping up, and
all students, especially first-years, are
falling into a new routine and trying to
balance any and all responsibilities they
may have: academics, extracurricular
activities and a social life. It can be a
tough transition and balancing act, and
sometimes it can be pretty easy to end
up not giving yourself the full college
experience because you’re unsure if
you’ll be able to do it all.
I completely understand that feeling,
and it can be justified at times. For a lot
of us, college is the biggest challenge
we’ve faced in our lives, and we need
to make sure we dedicate enough time
to the things that are truly important.
But, if at all possible, I think we should
try our best to make sure we take in all
this university has to offer, including its
athletic teams.
There are many things that make

American higher education unique,
and collegiate athletics is one of them.
There’s not really another place in the
world where universities gain so much
support directed at something that
doesn’t have to do with academics. So
much of a school’s pride, so many of
the memories made, can be attributed
to a team, a season—or even a single
game.
Take when the men’s basketball
team made it to the Elite Eight in 2014,
for example. There was such a palpable
buzz around campus. Yes, the cynics
might claim that some people merely
used the success as an excuse to party
even harder, but I also think part of the
excitement was a genuine celebration
of a shared accomplishment.
If that sounds a little bit odd, well, it
sort of is. It goes back to the uniqueness
of the entire system of intercollegiate
athletics. I think we all understand that
when it comes to the actual competition, of course, the players and coaches

are the ones who put in the work and
get the results. But, much like when
a city rallies around its professional
teams, a college campus shares in both
the elation of success and sadness of
defeat. I believe we have a right to share
in that because, in the end, we are all
students at the University of Dayton.
I’d like to think that we all care about
this school and wish to see it achieve
as much success, in sports or any other
endeavor, as possible.
I know people make memories related to all sorts of things while they’re in
school. This is not a campaign to single out sports as the most important
or necessary way to live out the college
experience. I’m just presenting a few
options for you all to make some great
college memories this semester.
Dayton’s volleyball team went 30-6
last season and won a match in the
NCAA Tournament. The team returns
all but two players from that squad this
year, including senior Alaina Turner,

who won the Atlantic 10 Player of
the Year Award last season, and their
first home matches are Friday and Saturday, when they’ll host the Dayton
Invitational. Frericks makes for a great
atmosphere for volleyball, and the Flyer
pep band always adds that extra level
of excitement. Plus, admission is free,
as are all other campus sporting events
except men’s basketball.
Just steps away from the Frericks
Center is Baujan Field. Home of the
UD men’s and women’s soccer teams,
Baujan is another great setting to cheer
on the Flyers. Stand on the sidelines
with Red Scare, doing whatever you
can to get into the minds of the opponents, or sit on the terrace across the
field for a more traditional view of the
action. The women’s team also made
the NCAA Tournament last year and
boasts two of the top 100 players in
the country, seniors Ashley Campbell
and Nicole Waters, according to TopDrawerSoccer.com. The men’s team, as

of Sunday, is 2-1 on the year, with a 4-1
win over Cleveland State last week.
Last, but not least, the other
“on-campus” fall sport, football. Yes,
Welcome Stadium is across the river
and not on what most people would
consider to be campus, but buses run
from campus to the stadium on game
days. Plus, how can you go to college in
America without going to at least one
of your school’s football games?
The Flyers went 8-3 last season and
return redshirt senior running back
Connor Kacsor, the program’s all-time
leading rusher. They won their season opener Saturday at Robert Morris
and will have this weekend off before
their home opener on Sept. 19 against
Duquesne during family weekend.
I urge you all to try and make it to
at least one game of each of those
on-campus sports this semester. I
promise you won’t regret it.
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Reporters bear responsibility during refugee crisis
ALLIE GAUTHIER
Print Editor-in-Chief

Over the past several weeks,
we’ve heard the chaos of the resettling of refugees in Europe referred to in a hundred different
articles with the same immigration rhetoric. Calling the people
flooding into Western Europe
“migrants” makes it sound as if
they are choosing to leave their
homes in search of someplace
else. No one ever wants to leave
home, but when war and violence
overtake a city, sometimes the
only choice left is to flee.
Human beings are leaving their
lives behind and searching for
asylum on foot or by boat, but
instead are finding walls to keep
them out and human smugglers
who don’t care about them or
their children.
In the past week, 71 decomposing bodies were found in an
abandoned truck on an Austrian
highway. Presumably, these people paid a smuggler for transportation, but were locked into the
airtight truck and left for dead.
As a community, it’s one thing
to open our eyes and ears to what
is going on beyond our porches
and educate ourselves about this
ongoing crisis. As journalists,
photographers and consumers,

we must go one step farther.
What responsibility do we have
to publish these images and articles without crossing the line
into voyeurism?
The dangers of these journeys
are documented through photos
and articles published online dai-

it used for clickbait, to rack up
views on a page?
If a photographer, journalist and editorial staff are doing
their jobs right, a picture like that
would be posted to draw attention to this crisis and promote
action by people and by govern-

Times Square to signal the end
of World War II or a protester standing in front of tanks in
Tiananmen Square, we remember the emotion behind the image. The image of Kurdi, while
heartbreaking, may end up being
the representative of thousands

“What responsibility do we have to publish these images and

articles [about refugees] without crossing the line into voyeurism?”
ly. Visit any major newspaper’s
website, like The Washington
Post or The Los Angeles Times,
and the first headline to scream
at you will be about the endless
journey of “the migrant.” On
Wednesday, there was an image
published by multiple international news sites of a 3-yearold Syrian boy, Alan Kurdi, who
drowned along with 11 other
people while trying to reach a
Greek island from Turkey.
The image went viral, and The
New York Times covered the debate taking place in newsrooms
about the ethics of posting a
graphic picture of a child. Is it
morbid and disrespectful? Does
it finally force members of the
European Union to work together and open borders? Or is

ments. Nilufer Demir, the photographer who took the picture,
did what she had to do.
“There was nothing left to
do for him. There was nothing
left to bring him back to life,”
Demir said in an interview with
CNN Turk. According to CNN,
Demir, a correspondent and photographer with Turkey’s Dogan
News Agency, did the only thing
she could: She raised her camera
and began shooting. “There was
nothing to do except take his
photograph...and that is exactly
what I did,” she said in an on-air
CNN interview. “I thought, ‘This
is the only way I can express the
scream of his silent body.’”
Photos have long defined times
of turmoil in history. Whether
it’s a sailor kissing a woman in

of deaths during this crisis and
the catalyst for how the public
responds.
According to The New York
Times, “...the photograph has
forced Western nations to confront the consequence of a collective failure to help migrants
fleeing the Middle East and Africa to Europe in search of hope,
opportunity and safety…The
case of this young boy’s doomed
journey has landed as a political
bombshell across the Middle East
and Europe, and even countries
as far away as Canada.”
The E.U., the U.N. and governments across multiple continents
have collectively failed. Refugees
can’t find asylum, can’t find peace
and can’t find home. It would be
easy to forget their stories, ex-

cept we have newspapers to remind us. Every day, we can see
their pictures and remember.
Whether we’re bright-eyed
first-years or wise fifth-years,
we have a responsibility to share
these stories.
For reporters, that means sharing the news when it can be painful. Today it’s the picture of Kurdi; tomorrow it may be another
little boy. The pictures certainly
won’t stop until the war does, or
at least until people are given refuge. Until then, reporters must
continue to write the news truthfully, and with utmost respect for
the lost and for the dead.
We’d like to think most journalists share Demir’s sentiment.
When they live a world away from
the crisis, they do the only thing
they can: Share these stories.
No one wants to see photos of
dead children or migrant bodies,
but with the rights words, photos like the one of Kurdi can be
used in the pursuit of knowledge
and change. If a story can grab
a nation’s attention and rouse a
stagnant government, it should
be published and shared.
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FALL SPORTS

Three new names mark UD’s coaching rosters
BENNETT FRIEL
Staff Writer
UD has recently acquired three
new assistant coaches for three
fall sports teams: Michael Tanke
with the men’s soccer team, Stefani
Workman with the women’s soccer
team and Austin King, the new offensive line coach for the football
team.

Michael Tanke, Men’s Soccer

Tanke grew up in northwestern Indiana. Like most kids, he
started soccer at a very young age,
and he fell in love with the game
immediately. He never followed
professional soccer that much. Instead, because he lived relatively
close, he grew up watching Notre
Dame. To him, Notre Dame was
the big leagues. Michael knew from
a young age that he wanted to go
as far as possible with soccer and
eventually become a coach.
“I probably knew by [age] 15 that
I wanted to be a coach,” he said.

Tanke pursued soccer in every
way he could and was able to attend
the University of Rhode Island and
play soccer there. At URI, he played
under head coach John O’Connor,
who would later open the door
for Tanke with his first coaching
position. After he finished his undergrad work at URI, he played
three years for the Rochester Rhinos in the United Soccer League,
a third-tier American professional
soccer league.
Following his playing career,
Tanke followed his college coach,
O’Connor, to Castleton University
in Vermont and served as a graduate assistant for two years. He also
studied for his master’s in education
while at Castleton.
He said he is looking forward to
a promising season. He hopes to
help the team in any way he can to
make the NCAA tournament this
year.
“It’s a big year with our senior
class,” he added.

Stefani Workman, Women’s Soccer

Workman was born and raised in
Charleston, West Virginia. Soccer
was always in her life, as she played
for her high school team, a few
club teams and the youth Olympic
Development Program. Due to her
hard work, she was recruited to
play collegiately at Morehead State
in Kentucky. She played goalkeeper
there all four years. On top of this,
Workman started coaching for local
club teams and even the Kentucky
ODP.
After graduating from Morehead
State, she went on to coach at the
University of Cincinnati. She spent
three years as an assistant coach at
Cincinnati before deciding to focus on her master’s degree. West
Virginia University was the school
of choice for her master’s program
and during her two years there,
Workman was able to continue
coaching.
Upon graduating from WVU,
Workman was offered a D2 head
coaching position at Concord University in West Virginia. Four years
passed at Concord and Workman
was given the opportunity to be
an assistant coach at the University of Georgia. She was leaving
a head coaching position but was
drawn in by moving into a more
prominent conference like the SEC.
Not long after she made her way
back to Ohio, accepting an assistant coach position here at UD in
February.
Workman has been good friends

with former UD women’s soccer
assistant coach, Sergio Gonzalez,
and through him knew current head
coach Mike Tucker as well. When
the position opened up, Tucker
gave Workman a call, and she took
the offer. Her specific role here at
UD is to coach the goalkeepers.
Her goal is to help them develop in
all aspects and help them in “being
more defensive minded, pushing
to produce more shutouts for the
program.”

Austin King, Football

King grew up in the Cincinnati area so he is very familiar with
Dayton. Football has always been
his thing. He started his career at
Purcell High school, playing all four
years. Purcell is a Marianist school
just like UD so he is “very familiar
with the traditions” and is excited
to be a part of a Marianist community once again.
After showcasing his talents
in high school he was recruited
to continue his football career at

Northwestern University. Once
he graduated, he had the honor of
playing in the NFL. King played
four years in the NFL as a center.
His first year was spent with the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and his last
three seasons were with the Atlanta
Falcons.
After leaving the Falcons, he decided to take up coaching. He spent
two years coaching at the University of Toledo and spent last year
coaching at Syracuse University. At
both schools, he primarily worked
with the offensive line, just as he
will be doing here at UD.
King has the mentality of taking
things one step at a time. He plans
to work week after week with the
team pushing them to build their
work ethic in every aspect of life.
“I’m big on making it hard on
the guys in order to give them a
mental skill set,” King said.
Ultimately, as a team he is aiming
for the PFL championship. As for
his personal goal, he hopes to one
day make it back to the NFL as an
offensive line coach.

Go online to flyernews.com/threenew-names-mark-uds-coachingrosters for stats on UD’s new assistant coaches. For breaking sports
updates, follow @FlyerNews on
Twitter.

Column: Give Flyers games a good college try
DANIEL MASSA
Sports Editor

The school year is ramping up, and
all students, especially first-years, are
falling into a new routine and trying to
balance any and all responsibilities they
may have: academics, extracurricular
activities and a social life. It can be a
tough transition and balancing act, and
sometimes it can be pretty easy to end
up not giving yourself the full college
experience because you’re unsure if
you’ll be able to do it all.
I completely understand that feeling,
and it can be justified at times. For a lot
of us, college is the biggest challenge
we’ve faced in our lives, and we need
to make sure we dedicate enough time
to the things that are truly important.
But, if at all possible, I think we should
try our best to make sure we take in all
this university has to offer, including its
athletic teams.
There are many things that make

American higher education unique,
and collegiate athletics is one of them.
There’s not really another place in the
world where universities gain so much
support directed at something that
doesn’t have to do with academics. So
much of a school’s pride, so many of
the memories made, can be attributed
to a team, a season—or even a single
game.
Take when the men’s basketball
team made it to the Elite Eight in 2014,
for example. There was such a palpable
buzz around campus. Yes, the cynics
might claim that some people merely
used the success as an excuse to party
even harder, but I also think part of the
excitement was a genuine celebration
of a shared accomplishment.
If that sounds a little bit odd, well, it
sort of is. It goes back to the uniqueness
of the entire system of intercollegiate
athletics. I think we all understand that
when it comes to the actual competition, of course, the players and coaches

are the ones who put in the work and
get the results. But, much like when
a city rallies around its professional
teams, a college campus shares in both
the elation of success and sadness of
defeat. I believe we have a right to share
in that because, in the end, we are all
students at the University of Dayton.
I’d like to think that we all care about
this school and wish to see it achieve
as much success, in sports or any other
endeavor, as possible.
I know people make memories related to all sorts of things while they’re in
school. This is not a campaign to single out sports as the most important
or necessary way to live out the college
experience. I’m just presenting a few
options for you all to make some great
college memories this semester.
Dayton’s volleyball team went 30-6
last season and won a match in the
NCAA Tournament. The team returns
all but two players from that squad this
year, including senior Alaina Turner,

who won the Atlantic 10 Player of
the Year Award last season, and their
first home matches are Friday and Saturday, when they’ll host the Dayton
Invitational. Frericks makes for a great
atmosphere for volleyball, and the Flyer
pep band always adds that extra level
of excitement. Plus, admission is free,
as are all other campus sporting events
except men’s basketball.
Just steps away from the Frericks
Center is Baujan Field. Home of the
UD men’s and women’s soccer teams,
Baujan is another great setting to cheer
on the Flyers. Stand on the sidelines
with Red Scare, doing whatever you
can to get into the minds of the opponents, or sit on the terrace across the
field for a more traditional view of the
action. The women’s team also made
the NCAA Tournament last year and
boasts two of the top 100 players in
the country, seniors Ashley Campbell
and Nicole Waters, according to TopDrawerSoccer.com. The men’s team, as

of Sunday, is 2-1 on the year, with a 4-1
win over Cleveland State last week.
Last, but not least, the other
“on-campus” fall sport, football. Yes,
Welcome Stadium is across the river
and not on what most people would
consider to be campus, but buses run
from campus to the stadium on game
days. Plus, how can you go to college in
America without going to at least one
of your school’s football games?
The Flyers went 8-3 last season and
return redshirt senior running back
Connor Kacsor, the program’s all-time
leading rusher. They won their season opener Saturday at Robert Morris
and will have this weekend off before
their home opener on Sept. 19 against
Duquesne during family weekend.
I urge you all to try and make it to
at least one game of each of those
on-campus sports this semester. I
promise you won’t regret it.
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VOLLEYBALL

Flyer volleyball hits stride after string of losses

Saturday, September 12

KATIE OBEAR
Staff Writer

•
•
•
•

The Dayton volleyball team had
a rough start to its 2015 season.
The team began the season in
Ames, Iowa, against North Dakota Friday, Aug. 28, in the Cyclone
Invitational, losing 3-2.
Despite the loss, the Flyers had
some standout players during this
match such as redshirt sophomore setter Megan Giardina, who
got her first career double-double
with 27 assists and 11 digs. Senior
outside hitter Alaina Turner also
recorded her first double-double
of the season with 21 kills and 10
digs.
This was only the second time
UD has played North Dakota
since 2011, when UD won 3-1.
Dayton next went on to play
Iowa State later that day, losing
3-1.
In the last match of the invitational, UD played Marquette the
following day and lost, 3-0. However, the Flyers still currently hold
a 21-8 series advantage against
Marquette.

The North Dakota loss was
only the program’s second loss in
a season opener under head coach
Tim Horsmon’s direction, and
they are now 5-2 in those games
under Horsmon.
Despite the three losses under
their belt, the team had the opportunity to change their record
at the Comfort Inn Saluki invitational Sept. 4 and 5 in Carbondale, Illinois.
“It’s just getting back to where
Dayton volleyball is supposed to
be,” Turner said. “Our coaches
are really good at breaking down
the game with numbers and statistics, and after last weekend we
came in on Monday and we went
over everyone’s numbers and
where we should be and where
they were and how we had to get
better for next weekend.”
Southern Illinois hosted the invitational, and UD faced the host
Salukis, Tennessee-Martin and
Western Kentucky.
During the match Friday,
Southern Illinois took the win,
defeating UD 3-1.
Despite another loss, the Fly-

ers showed off their abilities with
sophomore setter Jane Emmenecker setting the match high of
45 assists and senior Janna Krafka
posting a match high of 19 digs.
“Dayton is a very competitive volleyball program and will
no doubt have another fantastic
year,” Taylor Pippen, a senior and
middle hitter for the Salukis, said.
Southern Illinois and UD have
played each other five times, starting in 1972. Their series was deadlocked at 2-2 prior to the match,
and is now 3-2 in favor of Southern Illinois.
UD swept UT Martin 3-0 in the
first match of the day on Saturday
in the first meeting between the
two programs since 1981. This
earned the Flyers their first win
of the season and improved their
record to 1-4. Again, Emmenecker really showed her talent and
skills during this match, recording
the only double-double stat line
of 36 assists and 10 digs.
Lastly, Dayton played Western
Kentucky Saturday night for the
seventh matchup between the two
programs. WKU came into the

match holding the advantage in
the all-time series, 4-2, with the last
matchup occurring in 2013.
Western Kentucky started out
their season strong with three
wins, including over former Dayton head coach Kelly Sheffield
and Wisconsin, and had the same
overall record as UD did last season at 30-6. They also made it to
the NCAA Tournament as well,
losing in the first round.
The Flyers defeated WKU, 3-0
on Saturday night, again improving Dayton’s overall record now
to 2-4.
“It felt good,” head coach Tim
Horsmon said. “It felt good for
our staff. They’ve worked really
hard. Last weekend was a rough
weekend, we’ve been working
through some injuries. So we got
better through the weekend. We
played really well, we’re improving
and that’s what we want to do.”
Turner was named the MVP
of the Saluki Invitational, while
Krafka and sophomore Amber
Erhahon joined Turner on the
All-Tournament Team.
“Alaina is a very talented play-

er and we wish the entire Dayton
team nothing but the best of luck
this season!” Pippen said.
“It felt good, but all my teammates played awesome today,”
Turner said about her MVP nomination.
“This is the best I’ve seen
some of them. There’s a lot of
freshmen that came out and got
to show their stuff—it’s not just
me.”
The Flyers have their first
home invitational, the Dayton Invitational, Friday and Saturday at
the Frericks Center, starting with
their first match against Baylor
Friday at 7 p.m. and two matches
on Saturday, the first at 12:30 p.m.
against Eastern Illinois and again
at 7 p.m. against Cleveland State.
Admission is free.
“I think we play at a special place,
and it’s a great home court advantage and it’s fun to play [there],”
Horsmon said. “I think our girls
are really excited to play in front of
friends and family and Flyers fans,
so they are very much looking forward to a home weekend.”

9 am check-in, 10 am start at UD RecPlex
Register at http://tinyurl.com/D5KRegister
Register by August 31 to get a t-shirt
Students $16 registration fee

Run / Walk 2015
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FOOTBALL

Late field goal clinches road victory, Flyers at home Sept. 19
CHRIS BENDEL
Staff Writer
In a come-from-behind victory,
the Dayton Flyers football team
beat the Robert Morris Colonials,
27-24, on a field goal with 2:32
remaining in the game by senior
kicker William Will.
The Colonials led 10-0 at the
half on a combination of poor
execution by the Flyers offense
and a stingy RMU defense before
the Dayton offense rattled off 17
straight points in the third quarter and positioned Will for the
37-yard game winning field goal.
Against a defense that head
coach Rick Chamberlin described
as one of the toughest on the
team’s schedule, redshirt senior
tailback Connor Kacsor carried
the ball 33 times for 72 yards.
Senior receiver Cory Stuart led
the team with five receptions for
91 yards and caught a 27-yard
touchdown pass from redshirt
freshman quarterback Alex Jeske,
who entered the game late in the
first half after redshirt sophomore
quarterback Blake Bir struggled

earlier in the game.
“Blake just got out of sync the
way the Robert Morris defense
was pressuring him,” Chamberlin
said.
According to Chamberlin, Bir
lacked composure in his first start
under center which prompted the
switch. Jeske benefitted from the
Flyers offense, executing more
smoothly as the game progressed
and the natural first-game mistakes waned.
“Our offense just couldn’t get
into a rhythm early on... It’s live
action at game speed. Mistakes
happen,” Chamberlin said.
Jeske finished the afternoon 11of-17 for 162 yards and had an interception and touchdown apiece.
Senior and All-PFL linebacker
Chris Beaschler recorded a career-high 18 tackles and two sacks
to anchor a defense that conceded
just 247 yards of total offense and
91 yards on the ground.
“[Beaschler] was well prepared
for this game,” Chamberlin said.
“He studied film and had the
game plan down.”
Senior safety Danny Leach, who

was named PFL Defensive Player
of the Week Sunday, intercepted
two passes, recorded four tackles
and recovered a fumble.
He returned one of the interceptions 93 yards for a touchdown in the middle of the third
quarter, tying the game at 10 and
halting a Robert Morris offense
poised to take a two touchdown
lead. It was the third-longest return in program history.
Freshmen punters Sean Smith
and Chris Papalia combined to
average 42.5 yards per punt, with
two falling inside the RMU 20yard line.
During the team’s off week,
the coaching staff will continuously monitor the progression
of the team’s three quarterbacks.
Redshirt senior Luke Johnson,
Bir and Jeske will all take snaps
with the team’s first offensive
unit, according to Chamberlin.
Dayton kicker William Will hits a field goal with 2:32 remaining to secure Flyers’ vicThe Flyers return to Welcome
tory over Robert Morris. Photo courtesy of Dayton Athletics Communication.
Stadium for the home opener
against Duquesne University
Saturday, Sept. 19 at 1 p.m.

OUR FUNDS
HAVE A RECORD
LIKE A BROKEN RECORD.

TIAA-CREF: Lipper’s Best Overall Large Fund Company three
years in a row. For the first time ever. How? Our disciplined
investment strategy aims to produce competitive risk-adjusted
returns that create long-term value for you. Just what you’d expect
from a company that’s created to serve and built to perform.
1

Learn more about our unprecedented, award-winning
performance at TIAA.org/Perform
BUILT TO PERFORM.
CREATED TO SERVE.

1

The Lipper Awards are based on a review of 36 companies’ 2012
and 48 companies’ 2013 and 2014 risk-adjusted performance.

The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest
average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent Return
for eligible funds over the three-year period ended
11/30/12, 11/30/13, and 11/30/14 respectively.
TIAA-CREF was ranked among 36 fund companies in
2012 and 48 fund companies in 2013 and 2014 with
at least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset
portfolios. Past performance does not guarantee future
results. For current performance and rankings,
please visit the Research and Performance section
on tiaa-cref.org. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional
Services, LLC, Teachers Personal Investors Services,
Inc., and Nuveen Securities, LLC, members FINRA and
SIPC, distribute securities products. ©2015 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association of America–College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third
Avenue, New York, NY 10017. C24849B
1

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses carefully before investing.
Go to tiaa-cref.org for product and fund
prospectuses that contain this and other
information. Read carefully before investing. TIAA-CREF funds are subject to market
and other risk factors.
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VOLLEYBALL

Flyer volleyball hits stride after string of losses

Saturday, September 12

KATIE OBEAR
Staff Writer

•
•
•
•

The Dayton volleyball team had
a rough start to its 2015 season.
The team began the season in
Ames, Iowa, against North Dakota Friday, Aug. 28, in the Cyclone
Invitational, losing 3-2.
Despite the loss, the Flyers had
some standout players during this
match such as redshirt sophomore setter Megan Giardina, who
got her first career double-double
with 27 assists and 11 digs. Senior
outside hitter Alaina Turner also
recorded her first double-double
of the season with 21 kills and 10
digs.
This was only the second time
UD has played North Dakota
since 2011, when UD won 3-1.
Dayton next went on to play
Iowa State later that day, losing
3-1.
In the last match of the invitational, UD played Marquette the
following day and lost, 3-0. However, the Flyers still currently hold
a 21-8 series advantage against
Marquette.

The North Dakota loss was
only the program’s second loss in
a season opener under head coach
Tim Horsmon’s direction, and
they are now 5-2 in those games
under Horsmon.
Despite the three losses under
their belt, the team had the opportunity to change their record
at the Comfort Inn Saluki invitational Sept. 4 and 5 in Carbondale, Illinois.
“It’s just getting back to where
Dayton volleyball is supposed to
be,” Turner said. “Our coaches
are really good at breaking down
the game with numbers and statistics, and after last weekend we
came in on Monday and we went
over everyone’s numbers and
where we should be and where
they were and how we had to get
better for next weekend.”
Southern Illinois hosted the invitational, and UD faced the host
Salukis, Tennessee-Martin and
Western Kentucky.
During the match Friday,
Southern Illinois took the win,
defeating UD 3-1.
Despite another loss, the Fly-

ers showed off their abilities with
sophomore setter Jane Emmenecker setting the match high of
45 assists and senior Janna Krafka
posting a match high of 19 digs.
“Dayton is a very competitive volleyball program and will
no doubt have another fantastic
year,” Taylor Pippen, a senior and
middle hitter for the Salukis, said.
Southern Illinois and UD have
played each other five times, starting in 1972. Their series was deadlocked at 2-2 prior to the match,
and is now 3-2 in favor of Southern Illinois.
UD swept UT Martin 3-0 in the
first match of the day on Saturday
in the first meeting between the
two programs since 1981. This
earned the Flyers their first win
of the season and improved their
record to 1-4. Again, Emmenecker really showed her talent and
skills during this match, recording
the only double-double stat line
of 36 assists and 10 digs.
Lastly, Dayton played Western
Kentucky Saturday night for the
seventh matchup between the two
programs. WKU came into the

match holding the advantage in
the all-time series, 4-2, with the last
matchup occurring in 2013.
Western Kentucky started out
their season strong with three
wins, including over former Dayton head coach Kelly Sheffield
and Wisconsin, and had the same
overall record as UD did last season at 30-6. They also made it to
the NCAA Tournament as well,
losing in the first round.
The Flyers defeated WKU, 3-0
on Saturday night, again improving Dayton’s overall record now
to 2-4.
“It felt good,” head coach Tim
Horsmon said. “It felt good for
our staff. They’ve worked really
hard. Last weekend was a rough
weekend, we’ve been working
through some injuries. So we got
better through the weekend. We
played really well, we’re improving
and that’s what we want to do.”
Turner was named the MVP
of the Saluki Invitational, while
Krafka and sophomore Amber
Erhahon joined Turner on the
All-Tournament Team.
“Alaina is a very talented play-

er and we wish the entire Dayton
team nothing but the best of luck
this season!” Pippen said.
“It felt good, but all my teammates played awesome today,”
Turner said about her MVP nomination.
“This is the best I’ve seen
some of them. There’s a lot of
freshmen that came out and got
to show their stuff—it’s not just
me.”
The Flyers have their first
home invitational, the Dayton Invitational, Friday and Saturday at
the Frericks Center, starting with
their first match against Baylor
Friday at 7 p.m. and two matches
on Saturday, the first at 12:30 p.m.
against Eastern Illinois and again
at 7 p.m. against Cleveland State.
Admission is free.
“I think we play at a special place,
and it’s a great home court advantage and it’s fun to play [there],”
Horsmon said. “I think our girls
are really excited to play in front of
friends and family and Flyers fans,
so they are very much looking forward to a home weekend.”

9 am check-in, 10 am start at UD RecPlex
Register at http://tinyurl.com/D5KRegister
Register by August 31 to get a t-shirt
Students $16 registration fee
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FOOTBALL

Late field goal clinches road victory, Flyers at home Sept. 19
CHRIS BENDEL
Staff Writer
In a come-from-behind victory,
the Dayton Flyers football team
beat the Robert Morris Colonials,
27-24, on a field goal with 2:32
remaining in the game by senior
kicker William Will.
The Colonials led 10-0 at the
half on a combination of poor
execution by the Flyers offense
and a stingy RMU defense before
the Dayton offense rattled off 17
straight points in the third quarter and positioned Will for the
37-yard game winning field goal.
Against a defense that head
coach Rick Chamberlin described
as one of the toughest on the
team’s schedule, redshirt senior
tailback Connor Kacsor carried
the ball 33 times for 72 yards.
Senior receiver Cory Stuart led
the team with five receptions for
91 yards and caught a 27-yard
touchdown pass from redshirt
freshman quarterback Alex Jeske,
who entered the game late in the
first half after redshirt sophomore
quarterback Blake Bir struggled

earlier in the game.
“Blake just got out of sync the
way the Robert Morris defense
was pressuring him,” Chamberlin
said.
According to Chamberlin, Bir
lacked composure in his first start
under center which prompted the
switch. Jeske benefitted from the
Flyers offense, executing more
smoothly as the game progressed
and the natural first-game mistakes waned.
“Our offense just couldn’t get
into a rhythm early on... It’s live
action at game speed. Mistakes
happen,” Chamberlin said.
Jeske finished the afternoon 11of-17 for 162 yards and had an interception and touchdown apiece.
Senior and All-PFL linebacker
Chris Beaschler recorded a career-high 18 tackles and two sacks
to anchor a defense that conceded
just 247 yards of total offense and
91 yards on the ground.
“[Beaschler] was well prepared
for this game,” Chamberlin said.
“He studied film and had the
game plan down.”
Senior safety Danny Leach, who

was named PFL Defensive Player
of the Week Sunday, intercepted
two passes, recorded four tackles
and recovered a fumble.
He returned one of the interceptions 93 yards for a touchdown in the middle of the third
quarter, tying the game at 10 and
halting a Robert Morris offense
poised to take a two touchdown
lead. It was the third-longest return in program history.
Freshmen punters Sean Smith
and Chris Papalia combined to
average 42.5 yards per punt, with
two falling inside the RMU 20yard line.
During the team’s off week,
the coaching staff will continuously monitor the progression
of the team’s three quarterbacks.
Redshirt senior Luke Johnson,
Bir and Jeske will all take snaps
with the team’s first offensive
unit, according to Chamberlin.
Dayton kicker William Will hits a field goal with 2:32 remaining to secure Flyers’ vicThe Flyers return to Welcome
tory over Robert Morris. Photo courtesy of Dayton Athletics Communication.
Stadium for the home opener
against Duquesne University
Saturday, Sept. 19 at 1 p.m.

OUR FUNDS
HAVE A RECORD
LIKE A BROKEN RECORD.

TIAA-CREF: Lipper’s Best Overall Large Fund Company three
years in a row. For the first time ever. How? Our disciplined
investment strategy aims to produce competitive risk-adjusted
returns that create long-term value for you. Just what you’d expect
from a company that’s created to serve and built to perform.
1

Learn more about our unprecedented, award-winning
performance at TIAA.org/Perform
BUILT TO PERFORM.
CREATED TO SERVE.

1

The Lipper Awards are based on a review of 36 companies’ 2012
and 48 companies’ 2013 and 2014 risk-adjusted performance.

The Lipper Award is given to the group with the lowest
average decile ranking of three years’ Consistent Return
for eligible funds over the three-year period ended
11/30/12, 11/30/13, and 11/30/14 respectively.
TIAA-CREF was ranked among 36 fund companies in
2012 and 48 fund companies in 2013 and 2014 with
at least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset
portfolios. Past performance does not guarantee future
results. For current performance and rankings,
please visit the Research and Performance section
on tiaa-cref.org. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional
Services, LLC, Teachers Personal Investors Services,
Inc., and Nuveen Securities, LLC, members FINRA and
SIPC, distribute securities products. ©2015 Teachers
Insurance and Annuity Association of America–College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third
Avenue, New York, NY 10017. C24849B
1

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses carefully before investing.
Go to tiaa-cref.org for product and fund
prospectuses that contain this and other
information. Read carefully before investing. TIAA-CREF funds are subject to market
and other risk factors.
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YOUR

JOURNEY
BEGINS
HERE
EDUCATION ABROAD FAIR
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
5 to 7 p.m., KU BALLROOM
Discover all your options for study and service abroad
Learn about financial aid and scholarship opportunities that are available
Begin planning your education abroad experience now!

udayton.edu/edabroad
Education Abroad Office | Rike 208 | edabroad@udayton.edu

FOLLOW @FLYERNEWS ON TWITTER FOR MORE UPDATES ON CAMPUS, LOCAL, NATIONAL AND WORLD NEWS

